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1

The riddle of transformation

Our existence takes place within the frame of space and time, but while spatial spots
appear as reassuringly rustic and tangible, temporal locality seems much more fragile.
In linguistic representations time appears as something quite concrete, "see you in two
days", or "it is incredible how time flies away", we say to each other. Statements about
"two days" refer to time as measured by the earthly rotation, and thus seem rather well
defined. "Time flies away" is less concrete: what is it that flies away?
We have learnt that it takes time to build something, a house, an understanding, any
structure; just as we also know that time preys upon the world, and everything is liable
to the transforming and destructive temporal forces. That the shimmering beauty of the
mayfly is so touching has to do with our awareness of how strictly it is inscribed in time; it
has something of the same melancholical experience of beauty that can be evoked by the
appearance of an old and worn palace. In its eroded facings, in its withering splendour,
spatial robustness and temporal fragility seem to meet.
Thus everything appears to be immersed in the inpalpable time, to be carried away
with it, and effaced. We do not imagine that it is the "spatiality" of an object that
disappears, but rather that the object residing there "dissolves in time". Are these transient, dreamlike states all there is, does the world consist of flickering images without any
steadiness?
There is an old legend about a monk who went out in the forest an early spring
morning, enticed by the wonderful trills of a bird. When he returned to the monastery
after his walk, it suddenly looked strangely alien. He saw an unknown monk digging in
the monastery's garden, and when he asked the gardener monk about the name of the
place, he understood that it really was his own monastery, and felt very confused. As
they continued their conversation, and the gardener told him that three hundred years
ago, a Brother John had suddenly disappeared one day in May, leaving no trace; he all of
a sudden exclaimed "but that is me!", whereafter he fell down into a handful of dust.
For three minutes he had listened to the song of the bird, but these three minutes
were three minutes of God's time, which is three hundred years of human time.
The legend is about the chimera of time. God is in reality outside time, since the
divine is not subdued to the transformations of time. The holy is real, as opposed to the
transient everyday reality.

1.1

Physics

The idea of an absolute and holy reality beyond our dreamlike and arbitrary existence,
has forever haunted man. Different prophets have pleaded for different truths, different
doctrines have come and gone, with different representations of the essence of reality.
The questions about the origin and forms of matter - about order and non-order appear in all these explanatory systems. The notions of form and substance seem to be
inherent in human thought; although nobody has ever seen formless matter, form and
substance is nevertheless the everywhere appearing pair of fundamental building blocks.
Physics can be conceived as yet another project in the striving to unveil "eternal"
structures. It is based on a conviction that there is a more essential level underneath the
fugitive reality that we perceive with our imperfect senses; and it is accessible to man in
the sense that he can create tales that reflect this more fundamental level.
Such a tale is a physical model. All physical statements, all physical conclusions, refer
to models. A scientific theory differs from other tales by its claim to reflect what is out
there, beyond laguage. All descriptions of course take place within language, but physical
descriptions claim to have an objective core. In order to be ranked as physical, a theory
must have well defined observational consequences, a physical model always has a greater
range than the experiments upon which it resides, in that it supplies predictions about yet
more phenomena, which can hopefully be experimentally verified. (Theory and model are
terms that are used somewhat inconsistently, a theory is supposedly more all-embracing
and well-established than a model. The current theory for particle interactions, which is
experimentally very well established, is however called the Standard Model).
Already the pre-socratians asked for the elementary parts whereof the world consists,
and introduced a set of notions that are still in use. In the physical nomenclature, we find
concepts like "matter" and "forces", described by means of "inner" and "outer" qualities,
where the latter, "outer" qualities, are those related to space and time, and the "inner"
are those inherent in the described system.
According to the picture presented by today's physics, the world is a highly stuctured
system, with allows itself to be described in very precise, mathematical terms.
Both matter and forces are represented in terms of elementary parts. Matter is described
as consisting of elementary particles (smallest parts of matter, which lack inner structure), and all changes in the world are brought back upon four elementary forces. In the
conviction of the existence of a deeper physical unity, there are furthermore aspirations
to unify these forces, which to a certain extent has been accomplished.
The agreements between theory and empirical data are taken as indications that these
tales about the world indeed reflect something like the real structure of the world. The
Standard Model is consistent with all present experimental data.
The trust in empirical data is however of quite recent date, the dominating conviction for
most of historical time has been that real knowledge is out of empirical reach.
The French enlightenment objection to Newton was that his laws were too empirical: they
do not answer why, they only state what and how. The absolute knowledge must also
contain an answer to the great why, they claimed, it must give an answer to what the

world really is.

1.2

What the world is

The world is a tree. The norse Yggdrasil, The Tree of Knowledge, the Cabalistic Sephiroth.
The Shaman makes his drum from wood taken from The Cosmic Tree that grows out of
the umbilicus of the Earth, the world-tree that represents the universe in its continuous
renewal, its endless life [1].
The tree is also the book of Fate, on each of its leaves a human fate is written down.
And any tree is the Tree of Knowledge: by means of trees we can read the world and
get an insight into the essence of reality. In Celtic languages "tree" and "learning" are
synonymous, speech and trees are connected, thus druid means poet as well as "oak-seer".
Odinism is a Nordic shamanism, also a tree cult, as is reflected in the name of the main
god Odin-Woden. Also here trees and writing are related. The main god Odin was also
the god of writing, and in order to obtain the occult knowledge about runes, he accepted
to hang in the Yggdrasil for nine days and nights.
To write is to conjure, it is to create reality. The letters are pregnant with reality,
with life - everything in the world is alive and animated. Matter is the mother of all
life: matter - mater - mother. Our Earth itself is alive. It is an organism that we should
take care of and pay respect to, as a living sanctuary. Plinius the elder (A.D. 23-79)
warned against digging too deep in the earth in the search for minerals; he thought that
earthquakes could be the counterreaction from Mother Earth against such outrages as
mining. In Metamorphoses (A.D. 7) Ovidius writes about the misdeeds that were done to
the Earth during the epoch of iron, and in Paradise Lost John Milton (1608-1674) talks
of men that with sharp picks hurt the living Earth. One thought of the minerals as the
blood of the earth, still today we speak of a "gold vein" in mineralogy [2].
The cosmic tree is also the axis of the world, the bridge between the holy and the
profane. It is the link between the macrocosm and the microcosm, the connection between
analogous worlds. Man-microcosm is "analogous" to universe-macrocosm, the universe is
both around and inside us, transcendence as well as here. Microcosm, the profane space,
is the world of randomness and decay, while macrocosm, the holy world, is filled with
significance and independent of coincidence.
These notions appear in the oldest tales about the world. The ideas about connections
between below and above, between matter and life, between world and word, were brought
along through the centuries as a central part of the esoterical doctrines, down to the
beginning of science when the division line between alive and inert matter was drawn up,
and the magical and animistic elements were finally abandoned.

1.3

Alchemy and Hermetism

The pair microcosm-macrocosm was a central motif in ancient esoterical traditions, like in
the Hermetic philosophy. Hermetism was a Gnostic doctrine that according to tradition
had its roots in Egyptian mysticism, and constituted one of the building blocks of the
Renaissance Neoplatonism. The Neoplatonic view was based on a hierarchical cosmic
structure, with the macrocosm divided into body, soul and spirit, which was regarded as
the parts of a living organism. The divine soul is the homestead of the Platonic forms,
the pure ideas. The feminine world soul, Anima mundi, is everywhere present, and the
source of all motion and activity in the macrocosm. The body of the world is matter,
and the celestial pictures in the world soul are linked to the bodily matter by the spirit
of the world, Spiritus mundi. This link means that the heavenly sphere can influence and
modify what is on the earth.
Elementary qualities are the properties of matter, and occult qualities are those that
stem from the stars and are transmitted to natural objects by the Spiritus mundi. According to Hermetism "everything above is similar to what is below."
In the Hermetic tradition we also find alchemical conceptions. Alchemy is no doctrine,
but rather a set of notions about the essence of transformation. Man is the raw material
for the highest mental state, the purpose of man is the process of transformation into this
state. Likewise, mercury and sulphur are raw materials for "the gold of the philosopher",
or the "stone of the wise". Starting from Nigredo - the black state in the centre of the
earth where the metals are asleep - the alchemist passes Albedo, the white state, corresponding to the absolute, undivided light, before he finally reaches Rubedo, the red state,
which is the mystery of love and bisexuality. The process of transformation results in a
merging of apparent opposites, the final state symbolized by the fusion of the King and
the Queen in the alchemical hermaphrodite. In the outer world the process is manifested
by the stone of the wise, that makes possible the transformation of non precious metals
into gold; on an inner plane a tranformation of the soul has taken place, "the insight into
the mystery of transformation is also an insight into the mystery that connects man with
God".
Alchemy also has a highly tangible side, it is oriented towards matter and the work
with matter. The central alchemical aphorism is "ora, lege, lege, lege, relege, labora et
invenies" - pray, read, read, read, reread, work and you shall find (the stone of the wise,
the way to gold-making and the highest mental state) [3].
Alchemy is a conglomerate of ancient philosophical notions and those metallurgical
insights that were gained in the transition from Stone Age to Bronze Age. The idea of
transmutation, the belief that a material can be transformed into something completely
different - like gold - probably originates from the discovery of the alloy.
The main part of the Neoplatonic ideas however came from Plato and the Pythagoreans.

1.4

The classical heritage

The early pre-socratians had not yet drawn the line of distinction between spirit and
matter as sharply as Plato and Aristotle. The Ionian philosophers (600-500 B.C) had an
animistic notion of reality, but when they asked "what is?" or "what is everything made
of?", they left the mythical conception of the world, and took the position of an observing
and investigating subject.
In the philosophy of Heraclit from Efesos (about 500 B.C.) it is the process that is the
substance of reality, or in other words, change. The eternal transformation is conceived
as an organizing reason, an all-embracing logos.
Also Heraclit's contemporary Pythagoras focused on the problem of change: what
changes, and what is permanent during a change. The Pythagorean answer is that that
which is permanent is not a substance but mathematical relations, i.e. numbers; an
approach thta comes close to that of modern physics.
After the discovery that the pitch of a tone is exactly determined by the length of the
vibrating string, the Pythagoreans developed a number mysticism based on the idea that
the numbers are "the principles" of physical objects: to each fundamental concept corresponds a number which is its real essence. According to the Pythagoreans the number
series from one to ten constitutes the elements of the world, and they denned ten fundamental pairs of opposites (limited-unlimited, odd-even, left-right, etc.). They moreover
believed that the Earth is spherical and that the five known planets and the sky of fixed
stars move around the middle of the universe.
In the years 500-400 B.C. the philosopher Anaxagoras in Athens preached that "everything is in everything". Another Athenian philosopher of that time was Democritus,
who was the first to formulate the distinction between the phenomenon and "the thing
in itself. We sense phenomena such as sounds and colours, but all that really exists, are
atoms and empty space. Democritus claimed that his teacher Leukippus was the author
of the causality thesis "nothing happens without a cause, everything has a cause and is
necessary". If we perceive the causality thesis as a truism, it is because we are the inheritors of this philosophy, which describes the world as consisting of well ordered processes
where distinct causes give rise to distinct effects.
Plato took over the Pythagorean idea of absolute truths that are unchangeable, logical
and mathematical. These truths concern the higher reality, the realm of ideas, contrary to
the material world which is nothing but a shivering shadow on the wall of the celebrated
Platonic cave.
Platonism was taken up by the early Christianity. It was Plotinus who in the third
century A.D. developed the Neoplatonic philosophy, a merging of Pythagorean and Platonic elements with Oriental mysticism. This part of Plato's thinking thus became highly
influential on the medieval thinking, but as his other writings became known during the
Renaissance, also the logical-mathematical side of Platonism eventually became influential.
The Aristotelian doctrine had an even greater influence on the medieval mind than
Platonism. Aristotle's universe was less coherent than Plato's, inhabited by myriads of

different potentialities. While the Christians answered the question why things are as
they are by "it is the will of God", Aristotle's answer was that "it is their nature". Stones
fall to the ground because it is their nature to do so, they have a potentiality to fall, just
like trees grow upwards and night follows day. Contrary to Plato's two different worlds,
the world of ideas and the world of sensations, Aristotle's universe consists of a series of
disparate objects that all strive to make their ideas real. Everything that is in between
the initial materia prima and the pure forms, is relative form and relative matter. All
phenomena can be explained by the teleology of this world: everything moves towards its
highest destination, the cause so to speak pushes forward the course of events. The pure
form is the highest goal, and also what sets everything into motion, by being the point
towards which everything aims. Hence it cannot itself be in motion - this "principle of
immobility" was later identified with God.
According to Aristotle the motion of celestial bodies is not to be understood as change,
but rather as a divine, mathematical state. Mathematical precision merely belongs to the
celestial sphere and is not relevant for the inexact and arbitrary earthly world.
This philosophy held Western thought in its asphyxiating grasp from the 12th century
when it succeeded the Christian Neoplatonism, to the middle of the 16th century.

1.5

Christian Cabala

The classical heritage was revived by the Renaissance humanists. The Renaissance humanism can be conceived as a response to the Christian scholasticism, with its emphasis
on logic and Linguistics. The humanists focused not on logic, but on the relation between
the human and the divine, attempting to define God's purpose with man. They were
syncretists, part of their philosophy was that religious truth is revealed to all, Christians
and non-Christians. Their attitude thus constituted a democratization of knowledge, as
something accessible to everybody.
Part of the humanist project was to interpret non-Christian thinking in the framework
of Christian thinking, with special interest paid to Plato. In addition to the classical
thinkers, other religious and philosophical traditions were incorporated in the humanist
scheme.
There was at this stage no dear distinction between science and magic. In the Renaissance conception of natural philosophy as something partly magical, also mathematics
was attributed mystical qualities.
After Ferdinand's and Isabella's expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492, Cabalism
and was brought along with Sephardic Jews on their flight to Italy. Zohar, the main
Cabalistic work, was written down in Spain around 1275. Cabalism is based on comments
on the Torah, with the purpose of extracting the deepest, divine truth through intense
studies of the Holy Scriptures. It is a basically heretic Jewish movement, with a compound
picture of God in contrast to the uniform God of the Old Testament. In the beginning,
according to Cabala, God wished to see God. By a free act of creation he contracted the
Absolute All and made a hole in it, from where the mirror of existence emerged. From
8

the contracted All a ray of light shone at ten different levels, the Sephiroth. Sephiroth
are the ten tools of God, or faces or hands, and the ten levels are organized as a tree, this
is The Tree of Life [4].
Like the Hermetic philosophy, Cabalism is a Gnostic tradition, according to which man
must search within himself for the divine truth. The Gnostic looks into the words for
another and deeper meaning, searching for the light, which even invisible is everywhere
present. "A lamp sends out its light in all directions, but if we attempt to catch the light
the only thing we find is the lamp", says the Cabala.
The Gnostic does not want to see the mystery of God, but the divine sparkle within
himself. It is not a longing for the pure intellectual enlightenment, as by Descartes,
it is rather the "existential light" that is aimed at. And as a mystical existentialism,
Gnosticism advocates individual freedom, the freedom to choose, the freedom to search
for knowledge. By means of knowledge the individual can get in touch with the divine,
therefore man's purpose is precisely to collect knowledge. Special memorizing methods
were developed, with the purpose of "remembering everything", and thereby get in closer
contact with God.
While classical Gnosticism overflows with pictures, Cabalism is much more precise,
combinatorical and mathematical. The central Cabalistic notion is that God created the
world by combining the letters in the Hebrew alphabet in all conceivable ways. To every
letter corresponds a number, and two words with the same numerical value are then in
some sense equivalent. By using these conceptions in the study of the Holy Scriptures,
the Cabalists hoped to unveil the deepest truth about reality.
The Christian Cabalism that in 1492 was founded by Pico della Mirandola in Florence,
was an alloy of Cabalism and Hermetism. According to the humanists, just as Cabala
originated from Moses, the Greek wisdom had its roots in Hermetism whose mythical
founder was Hermes Trismegistus. He was said to be the author of the Corpus Hermeticum, which was translated from Greek to Latin in 1464. Hermetic notions played a
much more important role in the Renaissance consciousness than we may imagine, not
even the Church was free from its influence. This is reflected for example in the pavement
mosaic in the cathedral of Siena from the 1480's, where one finds a portrait of Hermes
Trismegistus.
The Christian Cabalists thought that with Cabala they could "prove" the Christian
truth, and thereby create a more convincing Christian philosophy than the one offered
by Scholasticism. A growing dissatisfaction with the self-confident Church may explain
the enthusiasm for the Christian Cabala and the Cabalist interpretation of the Holy
Scriptures, and these philosophical currents certainly contributed to the Reformation.
Johannes Reuchlin (1455-1522), a prominent character in the German Renaissance, considered it just as important to study the Hebrew original texts as to study the classical
Greek works. Inspired by Pico della Mirandola he diffused Christian Cabalism until
1516-17, when he was attacked by conservative Christians with antisemitic arguments.
A counterreaction to this nasty criticism came from Reuchlin's intellectual colleagues, in
the form of a pamphlet that ridiculed the established, reactionary ideas. This pamphlet
anticipated Luther's theses on the church gate in Wittenberg in 1517.

Melencholia / , Albrecht Diirer 1514

1.6

Reorientations

Protestantism was only one of many reorientations that took place in Europe during the
16th century. An intense exchange of ideas went on, not least by travelling agitators.
The main ideological struggle, the one between Protestants and Catholics, was not
merely a religious war, it was just as much a fight about the interpretation of reality, of
the understanding of what the world really is.
The early Protestantism comprised many of the Hermetic-Cabalistic ideas that were
at first put forward by the Christian Cabalists. In this Protestantism, the knowledgeand freedom-oriented Gnostic tradition meets the individualistic-democratic tradition of
Northern Europe. The Protestants demanded general literacy, so that everybody should
have the possibility to create his or her own relation to the Bible and God. For example,
during the Swedish height of power, literacy was introduced as a civic duty and a right
in the entire empire - the previously esoterical cult of knowledge had become something
as practical as compulsory school attendance.
There are many evidences for the occult features of early Protestantism. It is for
instance reflected in the work of Albrecht Durer (1472-1528). Diirer who was a deeply
religious man, became a Lutheran Protestant and was strongly influenced by the German
Christian Cabala. His Melencolia etchings bear proof of this. In Melencolia I the
Saturnalian melancholy has become a symbol of the inspired soul, the highest state, in
accordance with the Cabalistic spirit.
John Dee (1527-1608) constitutes an English example of "occult protestantism". He
was court astrologer at the court of Elizabeth I, and supported Elizabeth's imperialism,
which in addition to the usual pretensions to power also comprised a religious side: to
spread the Tudor reformation all over the English empire [5].
In 1570 Dee wrote the introduction to a translation of Euclid's Geometry, where he
emphasizes the importance of numbers and mathematics, with a quotation from Pico della
Mirandola: "by number, a way is had, to the searching out and understanding of every
thing, hable to be known". Simultaneously to being an excellent mathematician, Dee was
also preoccupied by the problem of conjuring angles, and the two activities were intimately
related through his use of Cabalistic methods. He developed his own philosophy where
mathematics and Cabalist letter mysticism are combined with astrology and Gnosticism.
His philosophy influenced the German Rosicrucian movement, a doctrine which emerged
from the Hermetic-Cabalist tradition and Alchemy.
The Rosicrucian movement was concerned with a striving for illumination as well as for
enlightenment, in the sense of advancement in intellectual or scientific knowledge. In a
Rosicrucian tract, "Rosa Florescens" from 1617-18, an improvement of the sciences is
called for. "Physica is lacking in experiment, Ethica is in need of re-examination, and
what is medicine but conjecture?", it says, with a clear streak of pragmatic empiricism.
Simultaneously, it says that the purpose of science is to read the Book of Nature, while
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contemplating that Book, we contemplate God himself.
In 1583 Dee made a European journey, to the court of the emperor Rudolph II (15521612) in Prague. The emperor, who was an ardent occultist, received all the known
alchemists and scientists of his time, including Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) and Johannes
Kepler (1571-1630).
Dee presented the idea of the alchemical wedding for the emperor, to be manifested
by an alliance between the emperor and queen Elizabeth. It was basically a vision of a
Protestant alliance against the offensive Catholic Southern Europe, but the emperor did
not fancy the idea. This symbolical wedding was instead to be held between The Winter
king, the Elector Palatine Frederic V, and the princess Elizabeth, daughter of James I
of England, in 1613. Their brief reign as King and Queen of Bohemia ended with the
events leading to the Thirty Years War, which eventually devastated the open-minded,
"heretic" attitude of early Protestantism. By the irony of history, this also put an end to
the "magical" approach to science, only the empirical part of the scientific conception of
early Protestantism, survived.
In the garden of the Winter king, there were "miraculous" constructions like statues
which by complicated hydraulical arrangements were made to "talk". This was conceived
as an occult phenomenon - the knowledge of hydraulical mechanics was understood as
white magic, rather than science in our sense of the word [7].
This is an example of the Renaissance conception of natural philospohy. To build
musical grottoes, singing fountains or speaking statues may not seem as an important
application of science to technology, but it was in such ways as Renaissance science, still
involved in a magical atmosphere, began to use technical skills on large scale. This Renaissance magic actually came to form the basis of what we call "science", as is was
invented by the Enlightenment.
And with the definition of magic as "the art of influencing physical reality by means of
numbers, words and tokens", the interpretation of physical science as white magic indeed
has its relevance.

1.7

Heliocentrism

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) was another of the many visitors of Prague at this epoch. He
travelled around in Europe and announced his doctrine, a mixture of Hermetic-Cabalist
ideas and heliocentrism. He continued further south than Dee, and when he reached
Italy he met the glowing hatred of the counter-reformation towards any form of occultism
and other heretic ideas, and was burned on the stake in Rome in 1600.
Natural philosophy as well as religion had been divided into two camps. In the struggle
against all new and threatening ideas the Catholics worked against occultism and heliocentrism. The latter had been brought forward in 1543 by the Catholic monk Nicolaus
Copernicus (1473-1543).
Some hours before he died Copernicus held the first copy of his heretic book " De revolu11

tionibus orbium celestium" in his hand. His heresy was that he advocated a heliocentric
view of the world. He had not dared to send the book to print before, since his ideas
stood in absolute opposition to the Aristotelian doctrines of the Church.
But the dogmatic picture of the Universe already stood on failing ground. In 1572
Tycho Brahe had observed a new star, a nova, on the sphere of fixed stars, and in 1577
he observed a comet. These observations showed that the per definition invariable parts
of the sky were changeable, and the Aristotelian construction was thereby falsified.
Galileo Galilei's (1564-1642) observations in 1609-10 of moon craters, sun spots and
myriads of stars in the Milky Way, enforced the new picture of a Nature that was soiled
by diversity and randomness. The credibility of the immaculate macrocosm gave way,
and the need for new metaphors was growing.
In 1605 Johannes Kepler wrote "my purpose is to show that the celestial machinery
should not be compared to a divine organism, but to a clock work... and the movements
are due to simple magnetic material forces...which can be expressed mathematically and
geometrically" [6].
Kepler's early thinking encompassed medieval astrological and mystical ideas as well as
a modern, empirical perspective. In his first work "Mysterium cosmographicum" (1596)
he tried to make a synthesis of the motion of the planets, based on a model of the five
regular geometrical bodies inscribed in each other - with five solid bodies and five (known)
planets, he thought he discerned a divine plan. Kepler was an adherent of Copernicus'
theory, it was a heliocentric model he wanted to create, where the planets are driven
around in their orbits by a force that comes from the sun. This was the first time since
Antiquity that someone tried to find physical causes for the planetary motions, instead
of just giving a geometrical description.
The Pythagoreans and Plato considered the sun as some kind of world-fire in the
center of the world, it was Aristotle that placed "the primary impulse" at the periphery
of the Universe. Copernicus once more placed the sun at the centre, but God remained
outside, and no force or physical influence on the planets was ascribed to the sun. It was
Kepler who brought back mystical and physical forces to the sun, center of the primary
impulse.
But Kepler's theory did not agree with data. He tried to correct this by introducing
the Pythagorean harmonies, but he needed more exact information about the planetary
orbits. The man who had the data he needed was Tycho Brahe, who had observed the
sky for more than thirty years.
In 1598 Kepler was chased away from Graz because of his Lutheran confession, and in
the turbulent time that followed he ended up with Tycho Brahe, who had left Denmark
and become the court mathematician at emperor Rudolph's II court in Prague. With the
help of Tycho's observational data, Kepler attempted to represent the planetary motions
by means of one sole curve, Copernicus had still used cycles and epicycles.
After the death of Tycho Brahe in 1601, Kepler became the new court mathematician.
In 1609 he published "Astronomia nova" which contained his first two laws which state
that the planets move around the sun in elliptical orbits, with the sun in one focus; and
that the radius vector between a planet and the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times.
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Some years later, he formulated his third law, that the time of revolution varies as a three
half power of the size of the orbit. This was empirical science indeed. Governed by Tycho
Brahe's data, Kepler even had to give up the ancient obscession with the perfect forms:
the planets do not follow "perfect" circular orbits, but ellipses.
The telescope was invented in Holland around the year 1600. In 1610 Kepler heard
about Galilei's telescopical observations, which strengthened his own theory. He thus
became the first scientist to support Galilei. As soon as Galilei had constructed his
telescope, he discovered how badly the observed sky agreed with the Aristotelian dogmas
(and when he adduced his observations during the lawsuit against him, the fundamentalist
Aristotelians refused to look into his telescope, since they already by means of pure reason
knew what there was to find in the skies).
Hoping to be able to find an explanation to the copernican heliocentrical system,
Galilei studied the nature of motion. He then discovered the principle of inertia: that an
object keeps moving with a velocity that is constant in magnitude and direction, as long
as no force is acting on it.
With the empirical evidence of physical activity also in what had been regarded as
the sphere of fixed stars, it was clear that the foundations of the old conceptions failed.
Not order, but disorder ruled nature. The picture of a "perfect" and mathematical upper
sphere and an "arbitrary", organical lower sphere, was fainting.
The contemplative method of gaining knowledge had been severely challenged, new strategies were needed for gaining knowledge about reality. Empiricism had already established
itself as a means of investigation, in acute opposition to the earlier dogmas.
The ideals of the new epoch are reflected in the ideas of men like Francis Bacon (15611626) and Rene Descartes (1596-1650). Bacon's empirical ideal of knowledge was strongly
influenced by the Rosicrucian movement, in his Utopian book "New Atlantis", rational,
modern ideas are presented side by side with the same mystical thousand years empire
that is found in the Rosicrucian tracts. While Bacon advocated practical investigations
and inductive methods for gaining knowledge, Descartes however remained a spokesman
for the deductive method. In the polarization between Protestantism and Catholicism,
Descartes had come to play the role of the arch-catholic thinker. His rationalistic dualism
stood in sharp contrast to the Gnostic and partly vitalistic notions that were part of the
early Protestantism (vitalism is the belief that life is due to some specific force). Descartes
was the successor of the scholastics, with their belief in evident statements and deductive
logic, but he reached much further than his predecessors in that he was able to unify
geometry and algebra, in the celebrated Cartesian coordinates.
His goal was to create a system of conceptions for reflecting upon the the material
world in strictly quantitative-geometrical terms. He emphasized the distinction between
primary and secondary qualities, and defined the primary, measurable qualities as the
realm of science, where he also included life, as he regarded all living beings as machines.
This reductionist view, originating from the back water of Catholic thinking, was to be
incorporated in the scientific thinking that emerged during the following centuries.
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1.8

Newton's theory of gravitation

Among the pieces that Isaac Newton (1642-1727) fit together in the new picture of the
world, were the ones brought forth by Kepler, Galilei and Descartes.
Kepler's laws of the motion of celestial bodies, and Galilei's laws for projectiles and
falling bodies were not altogether compatible. According to Galilei the planetary orbits
were circular, while Kepler described them as elliptical. Kepler thought that the planets
were driven forwards by forces originating from the sun, while according to Galilei a body
remains in its circular motion because of its inner inertia. Descartes on the other hand,
assumed that this inertia maintained only linear motion.
Kepler had hit upon the thought of a universal force, a gravitating anima mundi, but
for some reason he did not really dare to believe in such a fantastic idea. He thought that
there was a relation between "weight" and the attraction beween two bodies, but also
that the force from the sun was "magnetic".
Newton had a notion of forces between celestial bodies, in analogy with the chemical
forces that act upon earthly bodies [9]. While he expected to find something like the
affinities that are characteristic for different substances, acting also among celestial bodies,
it turned out that gravitation is not specific for each planet, but universal. All material
bodies are attracted to each other by a force proportional to the product of their masses,
and to their inverse distance squared. The same force that acts on earthly bodies also acts
on the heavenly bodies, echoing the hermetic "everything above is similar to everything
below".
Newton's law of gravitation is however not sufficient to determine the motion of celestial bodies. Galilei had found that the time of fall of a falling body is proportional to its
change of velocity, its acceleration. Newton generalized this in his law of motion which
relates the acceleration a and the acting force F by F = ma, where m is the mass of
the moving body. The planetary motions are determined by Newton's law of gravitation
together with his law of motion.
The Newtonian force that "animates" matter can be conceived of as arising from a
synthesis of alchemical conceptions and mathematical, mechanical ideas. Newton used
the word "spirit" or "medium" for what transmits the force between two bodies at a large
distance from each other. He wrote that gravity must be caused by some factor that acts
constantly according to certain laws, but would not establish whether this factor is of
material or immaterial nature.
That he did not get stuck with the notions of circular inertia, magnetic forces between
the planets, etc., may be due to the fact that he was not unacquainted with the alchemical
anima mundi. Newton's concept of force was actually criticized by the French eighteenth
century rationalists, both because of its empirical foundation and its resemblance with
the occult concept of "quality" [9]. But his gravitatio mundi became a most successful
successor of the anima mundi, not least because of its convincing mathematical formulation.
The publishing of Newton's "Principia Mathematica" brought about the greatest shift of
paradigm in the Western thought since the introduction of Christianity. It was not only a
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new conception of the world, it was the very basis of truth that was changed. A concept
of truth had been established, which was independent of worldly or spiritual authorities.
While ideas that can only be given a purely linguistic presentation will always be threatened by arbitrariness and ideological stains; formal, mathematical statements cannot be
retouched.

2

Enlightened science

During the second part of the 17th century, alchemy and all other occultism were altogether discredited. Descartianism triumphed in its opposition to the idea of transmutation. The entire world, the Cartesians claimed, remains similar to what it was at the
moment of creation. Even though the transmutation was still regarded as a possibility by
Newton as well as Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), alchemy had completely lost
its position, and during the 18th century it gave way to chemistry.
This is the epoch of the Enlightenment. Man is enlightened by his inner light of rationality, the world is understandable and well ordered, as everything is radiant with the
clearness of thought, the essence of evident knowledge.
The Enlightenment attitude is quite the opposite of the esoterical tradition, where knowledge is regarded as something hidden, and each individual must make his own way to reach
knowledge, which can never be altogether summed up and made generally accessible. According to the new, mechanistic view, knowledge accumulates and can in principle be
transmitted to everybody. You are, by force of your reason, already enlightened, contrary
to the Gnostic who had to search for the light.
The new mechanistic philosophy introduced new analogies between the universe, society and man, like the Cartesian l'homme machine. The mechanistic notion of machine
had come like an antidote to the dissolving organic understanding of the world. The
suspicion of a natural "disorder" led to a desire for mastering nature, and of hopefully
finding an underlying order that admits a mathematical representation of the processes
of nature. The practical mechanical knowledge that was developed with the upgrowth
of industrialism, ran side by side with theory of classical mechanics, the 18th century
version of Newton's theory.

2.1

Idealistic mechanics

If materialism means the idea that everything is fundamentally material, i.e. connected
to matter, and idealism advocates that ideas are the basic elements of reality, the new,
mechanistic understanding of the world is an alloy of materialistic and idealistic ideas.
Idealism often proclaims order and unchangeability, the erratic world that we observe
around us possesses but a low degree of reality, according to this view. And according to
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classical mechanics, the material world is precisely subdued to a deterministic, idealistic
order.
Classical mechanics is a dynamical theory, a theory about the nature of motion, theory gives the relation between velocity and acceleration, and the dynamical forces that
cause changes of motion.
Classical mechanics represents the world as a (deterministic) clockwork. According to
Laplace (1749-1827), the world can be described in terms of a set of natural laws that
admit predictions of everything that will ever happen, supposed we have complete knowledge of the initial state of the universe. This philosophy proclaims that the mathematical
laws which describe the relations between phenomena are more fundamental than the phenomena themselves, and independent of space and time. The development of a system is
completely determined by these laws together with a set of initial conditions. The equations of motion are then reversible, it is impossible to determine from the process itself
whether it goes from past to future or from the future to the past. This is "classical determinism", according to which all events, even moral choices, are completely determined
by previously existing causes.
In classical mechanics every problem is formulated in terms of a set of differential
equations, and the answers to the problem are the trajectories that are the solutions to
these equations. The reversibility of the trajectories means that cause and effect are so to
speak equivalent, we can in principle reverse the process and regain the initial situation.
So in an absolutely deterministic world, everything has in some sense already happened, since all processes are but reversible transfers of energy. This is the Descartian
universe where everything is as it was at the moment of creation, when the initial conditions were created by God and the clockwork was started. All information is therefore
already given, and no more will emerge or disappear, as it is only in time that information
could be created or destroyed.

2.2

Space and time

In classical physics the notions of space and time constitute an underlying system of
coordinates of the world. Newton at first assumed that the planetary motions take-place
in absolute time, along ellipses that are fixed relative to absolute space.
From Newton's laws it however follows that rest is no unique state, and since there is no
measure of absolute rest, an event cannot be ascribed a position in absolute space, which
thus had to be disposed of.
But absolute time retained its position. One imagined that the great cosmic clocks:
the rotation of the earth, the motion of the earth and the other planets, all measure the
same cosmic time. The first solar clocks were not merely meant for measuring daily time,
they were also regarded as models of Cosmos; medieval clocks were still decorated with
cosmic symbols.
What then, is time? "Tangible" time - the ongoing change, aging - seems strangely elusive;
everything that happens takes place in the present, and how can the present encompass
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the past or the future?
We measure time with clocks, and by assuming a universal, regular time, we get a
common frame of reference for all clocks. Newton described the relation between this
absolute time and the everyday clock time: "Absolute, True and Mathematical Time, of
itself, and from its own nature, flows equally without regard to anything external, and by
other name is called Duration. Relative, Apparent and Common Time is some sensible
and external measure of Duration by means of motion, which is commonly used instead
of Time".
Absolute time however, has no consequences for Newton's theory. According to the
Newtonian scheme all processes are due to forces that are described by laws where time
certainly is represented by some parameter t, but the relations between t and the other
quantities have nothing to do with any flow of time, as they simply express "logical
relations". So even if Newton speaks about a flow of time, his theory is independent of
this flow.
One of the major problems in classical mechanics was to eliminate time from theory. The
goal was to find a way of representing a system consisting of interacting parts as the sum
of the individual parts, so as to eliminate the relative interaction. Then the dynamics of
the system would be transparent and reversible, because it would be the sum of reversible
processes - and in a world of free, non-interacting parts, all processes are reversible.
This problem is however unsolvable already with three colliding bodies, in the sense
that the resulting behaviour of such a system does not depend in a continuous way on
the initial state. The dynamics of the system therefore cannot be described as the sum
of the dynamics describing each separate body.
So everything has not already happened, new things occur in the world: most systems in
the world actually cannot be described as a set of non-interacting parts. Besides, not all
changes are due to motion.

2.3

Other sources of change

Another source of change is transmission of heat. In the beginning of last century the
French mathematician Jean-Joseph Fourier (1768-1830) formulated the law of heat transmission in solid bodies: the flux of heat is proportional to the temperature gradient, and
the coefficient of proportionality between heat flux and temperature gradient is specific
for each substance. This was a law that could not be reformulated in classical dynamical
terms, it was quite a new principle of change.
While a mechanical machine is a device that transforms potential energy from the
surroundings to kinetic energy, i.e. motion; a steam-engine, the escutcheon of the 19th
century, is a device that creates motion from heat. So there is a relation between mechanical change and change by transmission of heat: heat energy can give rise to kinetic
energy.
More forms of change were discovered during this epoch, like the connection between
electricity and motion, and the construction of the first chemical battery in 1800, which
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showed that electricity can also be created by means of chemical reactions. During the
1820's the magnetic effects of electricity and the relation between heat and electricity were
discovered. And in 1847 James Joule (1818-1889) formulated the idea that all processes
are transformations of something that is preserved in itself, namely energy.
In spite of its seemingly exact meaning in everyday language, energy is an abstract concept. It is something that is only perceived in some specific form, "energy" in itself is
never observed. It can therefore be conceived as a conceptual tool for relating different
observable phenomena.

2.4 Energy and entropy
The question remained, why the Newtonian flow of time is absent from the classical laws
of motion. If the world is to be regarded as a manifestation of these laws, time can perhaps
be understood as the "medium" where they enfold themselves. How then can the laws
of nature be blind to the arrow of time, and how can they moreover lead to predictions
about this world that seems to mainly consist of irreversible processes?
In sum, the problem was to understand how is it possible to extract predictions that
only in time can be proven false or true, from laws whose logical-mathematical truth is
based on time-independent relations. It certainly seems reasonable to search for a physical
basis for the directed flow of time that we believe to observe in the world.
The problem of irreversibility was studied within the framework of thermodynamics, theory of transformation and transmission of energy, which was formulated by pioneers like
Josiah Gibbs (1839-1903) and Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906) in the latter part of the
nineteenth century. And in 1865 irreversibility was given a precise formulation.
Thermodynamics deals with macroscopic systems where the physical state of the system is determined by how the different parts of the system interact with each other and
with the surroundings. The development of an isolated system tends towards a state
of equilibrium, a process which is highly irreversible. Real irreversibility would be that
some law explicitely states that things cannot return to their initial state. But the known
dynamical laws only described reversible processes. It was thus supposed that also an
irreversible process is to be understood as the sum of the reversible processes to which
by the individual parts are subdued. The problem was then to explain the emergence of
irreversibility.
When a system has reached equilibrium, it is in a state of maximal entropy (Rudolf
Clausius (1822-1888)) or "disorder". As equilibrium is reached through an irreversible
development, it is conceivable that the uniform change of entropy actually defines irreversibility, or the "arrow of time", and that the increase of entropy of an isolated system
expresses the aging of the system.
In Clausius' formulation the content of thermodynamics is that the energy of the world is
constant, and the development of the world irreversibly goes towards a state of maximal
entropy - the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
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Ludwig Boltzmann moreover wanted to express the arrow of time in terms of the development of a dynamical system towards a state of greater probability.
One criticism against Boltzmann was that his theory could not be derived from classical dynamics. Another objection came from Henri Poincare (1854-1912). According to
Poincare an isolated system will occupy all its states, and if long enough time has passed
the initial state will resurrect - how then can one attach an arrow of time to the increase
of entropy?
So there are two crucial concepts, energy and entropy. In a dynamical process where
the energy is conserved, the information about the initial conditions is preserved throughout the process. In a thermal process, however, where energy is dissipated by friction or
heat transfer, the state of equilibrium is characterized by a loss of information about the
initial conditions. On the way to equilibrium, the dissipative system "forgets" about its
earlier state, whereas the conservative system "remembers".
Each form of energy has a certain content of entropy [8]. The "cleanest" energy is
"normal" gravitational energy that, which has the lowest entropy content, where "normal"
refers to all cases except black holes. This "normal" gravitation acts as a structuring force,
contracting diffuse gas into stars that start to burn. This creates an "ordered" universe,
with regions of heat and cold. Without gravity, there would be no stars, no planetary
systems, no life. In the universe there is a continuous flux of entropy, where energy with
a low content of entropy is transformed into high-entropy energy. This flux so to speak
establishes the world, as the road from gravitational low-entropy energy towards the final
dump of high-entropy cosmic background radiation and black holes. In between these
extremes the world enfolds itself.
The parallell to the classical Greek universe is noticeable: everything exists somewhere
between the base - pure matter - and the highest state, which is pure form; and the origin
of all change is the striving of everything to reach the state of pure form.

2.5

Electromagnetism and relativity

In 1873 physics was enriched by James Clerk Maxwell's (1831-1879) theory of electromagnetism. According to this theory an oscillating electrical field is the cause of an oscillating
magnetic field, which again causes an oscillating electrical field, etc., a process that propagates through vacuum with the speed of light.
Maxwells equations are deterministic, but they are not "particle equations". They do not
describe finite bodies that move through space, they describe fields, which contrary to
particles have an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
The degrees of freedom of a system is related to the number of independent quantities
needed to uniquely define the state of the system. In order to describe a classical mechanical system or particle, a finite number of degrees of freedom is needed. Here a particle
means a "small" body whose dimension may be neglected in describing its motion.
We represent a particle in motion by its instantaneous position r = (x,y,z) and the
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momentum at that point, p = (px,Pv,Pz), with p = mf, where dot represents the time
derivative and m is the particle's mass. Each pair (x,px), (y,pv), (z,Pz) is defined as one
degree of freedom, the system thus has three degrees of freedom.
A field can be thought of as an altered state of space, where each point of space is
specified by the field vector at that point. With an infinite amount of "space points", we
end up with an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
Maxwell showed that when the fields expand in space as electromagnetic waves, they
carry a certain amount of energy. In his electromagnetic theory the concept of field was
thus raised to the status of a real physical object, contrary to Newton's theory where it
is some kind of aiding concept, in addition to the "real" physical bodies and forces.
It was believed that there was a medium where electromagnetic waves propagated,
namely the aether. It was thought that all motion was measured relative to this aether,
which was conceived as an elastic, weightless fluid that permeated all space. Experiments
however led to the abolishment of the aether, since it could not be ascribed any measurable
properties, and Albert Einstein furthermore observed that if one gave up the idea of an
absolute time, the assumption of an aether was unnecessary. His argument was that time
simply cannot be absolutely defined. He furthermore realized that there is an inseparable
relation between time and signal velocity [10].
In 1895, Hendrik Lorentz (1853-1928) had solved the problem of the motion of electrons. After the abolition of the aether, Einstein contemplated the assumption that
Lorentz' equations for the motion of the electron should hold in the frame of the moving
body, as well as in the vacuum frame of reference. Einstein found that this assumption
leads to the invariance of the velocity of light in all frames, which however contradicts the
priciple of addition of velocities used in mechanics.
If we move parallell to light, its speed should appear as somewhat slower than the
speed of light c. In that case we should be able to deduce, by observing that light moves
with a speed deviating from c, whether we are in a system in motion or not - contrary to
the Galilean principle. But the velocity of light in vacuo is the same for all observers, and
no signal can be transmitted faster than the velocity of light. Matter and light actually
behave in a way that makes it impossible to locally detect uniform motion: the relativity
principle satified by Maxwell's equations is not Galilean relativity, but special relativity
(Einstein 1905).
Special relativity postulates that the laws of physics are independent of the state of
uniform motion of the observers, they should thus be formulated in a way that is in
accordance with this. This leads to a formalism where space and time appear as a single
entity, the four-dimensional space-time.
Einstein's general theory of relativity from 1915, is based on another impossibility of
discernation, namely the principle of equivalence which says that it is impossible to locally
discern between the effects of a gravitational field and the effects of accelerated motion.
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2.6

Quantum theory

At the turn of the century the ingredients of the description of the world were fields
and particles; and the dynamics was governed by the conservation of energy and the
increase of entropy. There was however a problem created by the equipartition principle of
thermodymanics, which says that the energy of a system should be democratically shared
between all its degrees of freedom. If we have a system that consists of particles and fields
in equilibrium, how then shall the energy of the system be distributed between the degrees
of freedom of the system, the particles with their few, and the fields with their infinite
amount of degrees of freedom? The fields should presumably consume all the energy and
leave none to the particles. A similar example is blackbody radiation, a material body in
equilibrium with electromagnetic radiation. According to the equipartition principle more
and more energy should be absorbed by the field as we go to higher and higher frequenecies.
But in reality the energy distribution falls off towards zero at higher frequencies.
This was one problem that remained to be solved in what was considered as the
otherwise complete physical theory. When Max Planck came up with a technical solution
to the black-body problem, he did not realize that he was opening the Pandora's box of
modern physics.
Planck's suggestion was to formally represents the electromagnetic oscillations in terms
of quanta, i.e. "droplets of oscillation", each carrying the energy E = hv where h is
Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the oscillations. This expression, Planck's law,
gives complete agreement with the observed relation between intensity and frequency.
Following the experiments of Rutherford, the classical atoms were thought to have
a construction similar to the planetary system, with a positively charged nucleus surrounded by a negatively charged electron cloud. According to the equipartition principle
an atom ought to collapse when the energy of its constituent particles is sucked up by
the atom's electromagnetic fields. This is however not what is observed. The atom does
not collapse, it emits electromagetic waves, i.e. light, in bursts of very specific discrete
frequencies, corresponding to the observed spectral lines. The atomic spectral lines were
ununderstandable until Niels Bohr used the Planck relation to solve the puzzle. Bohr
suggested that the angular momentum of the electron in orbit about a nucleus can occur
in integer multiplets of h — h/2n. That is, the only allowed angular momenta around any
one axis are 0,h,2h,... Planck's and Bohr's hypotheses, i.e. quantum mechanics, made it
possible to understand and calculate the spectral lines.
Einsten suggested that the electromagnetic field could only occur in the form of quanta
(and thereby agreed with Newton that light are particles). In 1923 Louis de Broglie
combined Einstein's mass-energy formula E = me2 where m is the mass of the particle
whose energy is E\ with Planck's law, in de Broglie's formula E — hv = me2. According
to de Broglie something that oscillates with frequency v can only occur in discrete mass
units hv/c?, fields and particles are but different aspects of the same thing.
According to quantum mechanics the world consists of discrete quanta of energy, which
are subdued to a logic that cannot be directly translated to the terminology pertaining
to our macroscopic experience. A quantum object does not follow a trajectory in the
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classical sense, as its evolution is affected by all the trajectories between the initial state
and the final state. A quantum object is also subjected to the uncertainty principle, which
states that whenever we want to specify a pair of conjugate coordinates related to the
particle's position, it turns out to be impossible to precisely measure both parameters
simultaneously.
A particle is on the other hand defined by a set of quantum numbers, like its mass,
charge and spin, which are properties that are exactly defined. At the same time, a
quantum object, like an atom or an elementary particle, can be conceived as being nothing but a conceptual construction. Quantum theory provides an algorithm for relating
observations of a quantum object, at two different times. The object that is subdued
to measurement plays the role of a model that enables the algorithm to give the right
predictions, since the quantum object as such is never observed.
According to Niels Bohr, it is meaningless to ask what a quantum object really is.
Physics can tell us not about what is, but what we can formulate concerning the world.
Physics thus supplies no answer to the question of what the world is.
This is an issue that has been discussed ever after the birth of quantum mechanics. Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein polarized the discussion by taking very different
standpoints. Bohr stressed the contrast between descriptions of the world in terms of
a pure space-time coordination and absolute causality, and the quantum picture where
the observer interferes with the observed system. According to Bohr, no elementary phenomenon is a phenomenon until it is a registered (observed) phenomenon: he only allows
us to ascribe reality to measurables. This comes close to the idealism of bishop George
Berkeley (1685-1753), with his "to be is to be perceived". Berkeley however consolidated
his idealism with the common sense understanding of reality, by adding that the world
exists even when we do not perceive it, since it is continuously perceived by God. It is
however difficult to give up the idea that the Janus-faced elementary state is just hiding
its other side, the complementary property.
Einstein was utterly dissatisfied with Bohr's ascetic interpretation of quantum phenomena. He argued that Bohr's formulation of quantum mechanics was no complete
physical theory. Einstein's point of view is formulated in the celebrated Einstein-PodolskyRosen [13] (EPR) criticism of quantum mechanics. It aims at the quantum mechanical
claim that it is only at the moment of measurement that a quantum mechanical property
is brought into real existence, in the sense that only then is one of its probable values
realized, with probability one. To speak of what value this property could possibly have
had before the act of measurement, is in the quantum mechanical context considered to
be philosophically and physically nonsensical.
The problem is illustrated by the example of a disintegrating system. If some stationary
particle disintegrates into two particles A and B that move freely in opposite directions,
a measurement on the momentum of A gives us immediate information of the momentum
carried by B. And by symmetry, A and B have moved equally far from the mother particle,
so a measurement on A's position likewise gives information of B's position. According
to the uncertainty principle, only the momentum or the position of A can be known exactly at a time. So an observer who measures A's position or momentum, gets immediate
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information about B's position or momentum.
The EPR definition of "physical reality", "if, without in any way disturbing a system
we can predict with certainty the value of a physical quantity...the value of a physical
quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality corresponding to this physical
quality", implies that B must possess a real position or real momentum, depending on the
measurement performed on A, in contradiction with the conjecture that no reality can be
ascribed to something that has not been observed.
The possible interpretation that there is some interaction taking place between A and
B, was rejected by EPR. First, if there were such an interaction operating at a speed less
than or equal to the speed of light, statistical quantum mechanical predictions would fail
for A and B with a space-like separation. Second, if the interaction were instantaneous,
the interaction would be non-local, whereby the special theory of relativity is violated.
According to Bohr the two outgoing particles are to be understood as an inseparable whole.
The EPR conclusion was however that theory of quantum mechanics is not complete. No
good solution was however given for how to compensate for this lack of completeness,
the only suggestion being that more structure should be added, hidden variables that
account for hidden forces that operate at the quantum level. The existence of these
hidden variables would then certify the reality of the outgoing particles.
In the sixties, John Bell [14] reconsidered this problem by representing the states of
elements of reality by a set of hidden variables, which together with the wave function of
the observed system and the observing apparatus, determine the results of each measurement process. Locality now means that the distributions of the different sets of hidden
variables for A and B are mutually independent. The resulting Bell's inequality for a local
theory with hidden variables has been addressed in several experiments [15]. It turns out
that experimental data do not support the hypothesis of local hidden variable theories.
The question remains whether to reject locality or reality. Retaining reality means
to hold the view that there is a real world out there, independent of our observations.
To reject locality, on the other hand seems to mean that Lorentz invariance has to be
given up. If the system of the two outgoing particles is viewed as the one original system
that is developing in time, the experimental data can be understood as displaying the
non-dividedness and non-dividability of this original system.
This means that the classical sense of localization must be discarded. It has been
suggested [16] that the problem of action-at-a-distance with acausal behaviour or superluminal propagation of information, could be avoided by the intervention of the uncertainty
principle whenever one or the other principle is endangered. Then the axiom of local
causality does not have to collide with the notion of non-local connectivity.
The problem of understanding the micro world is actually very much a problem of
meaningfullness: the meaningfulness of speaking about the position that we cannot measure, for a particle that we cannot see, but whose momentum we just measured The problems posed by quantum theory thus to a great extent focus on the relation between language and reality. Not only does it seem to exist an inherent impossibility of
squeezing quantum phenomena into the lingusitic outfit we have designed for the world of
objects. It seems like every linguistic system at some point slides in its relation to what
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we believe is reality.

2.7 The freedom of description in relation to reality
In our everyday lifes we operate with notions like possibilities and chance. Some things
happen with a certain probability, and we can act to improve the probability for certain
events, but there are also things that we perceive as totally accidental.
A tale or a literary text is possible only because of this notion of openness, of nondeterminism, and thereby the possibility of something like a free will. If everything were
already determined, there would simply be nothing to tell.
Neither if the freedom had been absolute would there be a tale, the fascination of the
narration resides in the confrontation between the imagined or factual freedom of choice,
and the compulsion to which the world is subdued. It is from this continuous process,
where some possibility at each instant is picked out of the entire amount of possibilities,
that tales and actions emerge.
I could have chosen the left road: I believe that I could have chosen the left road,
instead of the right one, and still after I have made my choice, the idea of the other
possibility somehow remains in my mind. Statements and stories are wound around the
freedom we have defined as ours, like in the celebrated Proustian tottering between the
alternative realities that materialized depending on whether the book's ego chosed the
road over Guermantes or the road by Meseglise.
But how do I know that the possibilities I chose between really are there, that they
are possibilities? How do I determine whether I only believe that I have this choice, or
whether I live in a universe where everything is pre-determined in minute detail?
I may brood over the "essence" of choice - I nevertheless act as if there is this freedom
of choice, and in this sense it also exists. It is from the realm of imagined possibilities
that actions emerge, and with them all this man-made reality that we live in. The house
is a materialization of the drawing, the cake of the recipe.
This, we are taught, is what distinguishes us from the objects. A falling stone is less a
stone than a fall, an imperative of gravitation. Inert matter does not act, it is nothing but a
manifestation of the codex of nature. To the same extent that we expect that a man choses
as a chosing subject, we assume that the other world, the world of matter, consists of blind
regularities. This distinction is not arbitrary. We do not understand ourselves as physical
bodies, we cannot even define ourselves as biological beings; conscious thinking seems to
take place beyond the repetitivity of matter. But that also cuts us off from the nonlinguistic part of reality. Man is so to speak locked up in the realm of speech. Still when
we talk about "material reality", we remain within language. Disregarding the possibility
that each consciousness is an isolated entity, an inventor of its own lonesome universe, we
could perceive reality as an effect of the sum of communicating consciousnesses. Physics
would then be the set of basic images and statements about reality upon which we agree.
Physical notions are however brought about with the claim of transcending the limited
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arena of notions. We do not believe that all the ingredients in a physical theory should
have material counterparts "out there", but we nevertheless can have notions about a
reality that is independent of ourselves, notions that we can communicate to each other,
and test against data.
Already at an everyday level we continuously test the consistency of our notions and
the "reality" they are supposed to represent. There is however an important line of distinction between the reality we ascribe to the world of man-produced tales and artefacts,
and the objective world independent of ourselves.
I for example believe that there is something like traffic rules, and I believe that they
are valid as long as we agree on them. I also believe that the picture of reality proclaimed
by physics to some extent is a matter of agreement, but also that there is some independent
structure which is "reality", reflected in our physical pictures.
The reality that emerges from our agreements - like the reality that results from the
applications of traffic rules - is not of a lesser dignity than, say, that of an electron, but it
is far more arbitrary. We can choose whether we decide to let the cars turn left or right
at some place, but we can never decide whether weakly interacting particles should be
left-handed or not, that is altogether Nature's decision.
All physical investigations emerge from such a "realistic expectation". Unless this
were true, we would just create formalisms with inner consistency, without attempting to
relate them to a material reality.
The realistic expectation is an expectation of the connection between a representation
and the represented. We believe that language arose from our experience of this objective
reality, and we expect language to also reflect the non-linguistic reality of objects. But
as soon as language has emerged, it also follows its own dynamics. In the struggle for
not being overwhelmed by the freedom of formulation, we look for the most trustworthy
of languages. It is found to be mathematical or formal language, based on the request of
inner consistency.

2.8

Geometry

The old idea about an underlying, absolute structure of the world is recurrently manifested in the notion of geometry.
The truth that relates God and the human soul was, both for Kepler and the Pythagoreans, the eternal and divine geometry: "the geometry existed before the creation, it is
eternal like God himself, it is God himself. It served God as a model for the creation
and was engraved in man together with God's image - not only as something external,
visible for the eyes", Kepler wrote. And: "the astronomers are the priests of God, called
to interpret the book of Nature" [6]. Here the gnostic identification of nature with God
has been brought one step further, as the identification of geometry with God implies
an identification of the entire creation with geometry. That is, the universe is naturally
based on mathematical principles, like everything holy.
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This is also reflected in the Utopian tradition. For example, the Solar City of Tomas
Campanella was "constructed according to the cosmological order. The city is divided
into seven circles named after the seven major planets. These circles are connected by
four streets and four gates that face the four corners of the world".
This openly or indirectly religious faith in geometry and mathematics comes together
with the idea of the fundamental building blocks of the world, from the Aristotelian
prima materia, to the elementary particles in modern physics. In Kepler's version, the
concepts merge, "quantities are the archetypes of the world".
The faith in geometry is reflected in Einstein's general relativity, which uses spacetime to describe gravity. The expectation that the world can be grasped in terms of some
formal-mathematical elements and rules, is likewise reflected in the positivist philosophy
of the twentieth century, like in the title of Rudolf Carnap's "Der logische Aufbau der
Welt".
The idea that the world is a construction of elementary parts, put together according to
rules that lend themselves to description, whereby it is in principle possible to determine
everything in the world; ascertains a direct relation between description and described.
This attitude is manifested by the identification of the cause of a phenomenon with the
logical truth principle underlying the statement describing the phenomenon, which is
found by both Leibniz and Descartes. The relation between cause and effect is simply
identified with the relation between certain principles and their consequences.
According to Leibniz, "God has chosen, among all possible worlds, the most perfect
world, in the sense that it is simplest in hypothesis and richest in phenomena. Just like a
geometrical line that is simple to construct while its properties and effects are admirable
and have a great scope."
This world is a rationalistic optimum: logical and perfect. Leibniz was however not a
Utopian; the world he talks about is not a dreamt world, it is the actual world, which is
perfect as it is. If we perceive it as imperfect, it is because of our imperfect understanding.
This differs from the Platonic view, according to which real reality per definition is out
of reach for us.
David Hilbert (1862-1943) was an inheritor of Leibniz, with his Hilbert programme that
aimed at formulation a proof of the inner consistency of any formal axiomatic system. In
order tro ascertain that an axiomatic system is consistent, it had to be proven that it does
not allow the simultaneous deduction of some statement and its negation. This program,
and with it the great project of formally representing and determining the entire world,
was put to an end in 1931, when Kurt Godel proved that there is no mechanical method
of deducing all true statements that can be formulated within such a formalized system.
The physical program of bringing back all physical phenomena on some basic principles
was however not put to an end.
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2.9

Quantum field theory

In spite of the philosophical problems, and in spite of the fact that no equations of motion
incorporate irreversibility, physics works, and quite well.
After the completion of quantum theory in the twenties, during the following decades
came relativistic quantum field theory. Quantum field theories, which encompass our
present understanding of matter, combine special relativity and quantum theory. In this
framework, the difficulties with the philosophically problematic sides of quantum theory
have seemingly faded away. Quantum field theories, which can be conceived as quantum
mechanics in the case with an infinite number of degrees of freedom, have proven to be
extremely successful.
The world is presented as consisting of quantum particles that constitute both matter
and radiation. All structure and all changes in the world are due to four forces or interactions. The atoms are held together by the electromagnetic interaction, and within the
nucleus there are the strong and weak forces acting. The strong force acts on the protons
and neutrons, keeping together the quarks that they are made of. Without the strong
force there would be no atomic nucleus, and the universe would consist of a porridge of
leptons, like the electron, and quarks. The electromagnetic and gravitational forces have
an unlimited range, contrary to the nuclear forces. Gravitation is the only all-embracing
interaction, and the only one that has not been formulated as a quantum field theory.
When applying quantum mechanics to gravity, one is in a way applying it to space
and time. A quantized version of gravity would then be a quantum theory of the very
structure of space and time. But the all-embracing gravitation interacts with every form
of energy, also with itself. This makes theory nonlinear, which means that it is impossible
to superimpose gravitational processes. This gravitational nonlinearity complicates the
procedure of quantizing theory, since it makes it difficult to identify a suitable Hamiltonian
for quantum gravity.
Nature has however already solved the problem. The world at bottom is a quantum
world. Nature does not start out with a classical theory which is thereafter quantized.
The problem is that we live in a classical world and none of us knows how to get a quantum theory without starting out from a classical theory. Like every dynamical theory,
also quantum field theories are therefore based on classical mechanics.

3

Classical mechanics

In classical mechanics a conservative dynamical system is represented by one sole function,
the Hamiltonian, which represents the total energy of the system. The system indeed "is"
its Hamiltonian, in the sense that all the information we have about the system is reflected
in the form of the Hamiltonian, from which we can also determine how the system changes.
From the point of view of the Hamiltonian, "process" means nothing but a continuous
redistribution of the relative amounts of kinetic and potential energy in the total energy.
At some stage of the process a greater part of the energy is kinetic, a moment later some
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kinetic energy is transformed to potential energy: energy is so to speak poured to and fro
between the pots labelled "potential energy" and "kinetic energy".
Whereas Newton's law F = ma comprehends second derivatives, namely x = a, where
the dot represents the time derivative, the Hamiltonian formalism only contains first
derivatives, and instead of the one coordinate x, there are two variables, the generalized
coordinate q and momentum p, treated as independent parameters. The Hamiltonian is
thus
H = H{q,p) = T{q,p)+V{q)
(1)
where T and V are the kinetic and the potential energies, respectively.
The development of the system is given by the equation of motion, which is determined
by means of the principle of least action. It says that to each system we can ascribe an
action

S=f2L{q,q)dt

(2)

such that the action is stationary as the system moves between the positions q{t\) and
q{ti) at the instants t\ and t^. The function L is the Lagrangian of the system, which is
related to the Hamiltonian through a Legendre transformation

(3)

J
The action being stationary we have
P L{q,q)dt = 0
which leads to Euler-Lagrange equations
dL

3.1

(4)

ddL

Constants of motion

During the motion of a system, the coordinates and momenta specifying the system vary
with time. Some functions of the variables however remain unchanged during the process,
those are the integrals of the motion.
The integrals of the motion which are due to the homogeneity and isotropy of space
and time are represented by conserved quantities which are additive, in the sense that
for a system coimposed by a set of negligibly interacting parts, the value of a conserved
quantity is equal to the sum of the values for the individual parts.
An example of this is the conservation of energy for an isolated system, which is due
to the homogeneity of time, because for such a system the Lagrangian is not explicitely
dependent of time,

+

?
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(6)

which, in accordance with Lagrange's equation, gives that

Jt(T,fc^-T - L) = °-

t h u s t h e en

«gy

E

= £9i^T - L

(7)

is constant during the motion. This system consists of several particles with coordinates
qj. The generalized momentum of a particle is defined as pj = dL/dqj, and by the
equations of motion, j>j = dL/dqj.
Inserting this in H(q,p) = YljPjQj ~ L gives that
dH = - J2 p'jdqj + J2 qjdpj,
j

whereby

i

dH

.

dH

which are Hamilton's equations. They are also called canonical equations of motion, and
p and q are called canonical variables. Whenever a change in variables is performed in
such a way that the equations of motion are of the canonical form also in the new variables
P and Q, the transformation is called canonical.
The motion can also be described in terms of Poisson brackets. The total time derivative
of some function f(q,p, t) is

is the Poisson bracket of H and / . It is defined in the same way for any pair of functions,
/ , g. The quantity / is an integral of the motion if df/dt = 0, or equivalently df/dt +
{H, f} = 0. Hamilton's equations can then be written as
a IT

qi

= — = {H,qj}

and

Pi =

A set of canonically conjugate variables satisfies the bracket equations
{<fc,9Jt} = 0, {pj,Pk} = 0, {pj,qk} = 6ik

(12)

The states of the system can be viewed as points in the phase space spanned by the n
generalized coordinates and momenta of the system. The axes of the phase space are
given by the values of the coordinates and momenta. With n pairs (q,p), the phase space
has 2n dimensions.
When the system undergoes some transition, the point representing the system moves in
phase space. If all the points in a region of phase space move in accordance with the
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equations of motion, the region as a whole moves, but it can be proved that its volume
remains unchanged. That is, for a Hamiltonian system the volume of phase space delimited by some "surface of initial conditions" remains constant in time.
Since the energy is a constant of motion, a trajectory for a Hamiltonian system cannot
go just anywhere in phase space, but only to regions that have the same energy value as
the initial point of the trajectory. The trajectories in phase space are then confined to a
2n-l dimensional constant energy surface.

3.2

Dissipative systems

A Hamiltonian system is conservative: certain physical properties of the system remain
constant in time. One could say that in a Hamiltonian system the initial conditions are
remembered during a process, so that the information is not lost but merely reformulated.
Most real systems are however not isolated, but interact with their surroundings. In
such a system energy is dissipated and information gets lost, and the system is called
dissipative. And unlike Hamiltonian systems, for a dissipative system the phase space
volume does not remain constant as the system develops in time. Even if most systems in
the world exhibit dissipation, many are nevertheless nearly conservative, like for instance
the solar system.
The long-term behaviour of a dissipative system can be largely independent of how the
system is started up. As the dissipative system evolves in time, the trajectory in phase
space heads for some final phase space point, curve or a fractal region: an attractor of the
system. The attractor determines the dynamical properties of the long-term behaviour of
the system.
While the development in time of a dissipative system can be described in terms of the
directed path towards the attractor, the evolution of a Hamiltonian system is completely
determined by the time dependence of the q, and pj. The special linkage between the q,
and the pj and the partial derivatives of H, gives classical mechanics a specific mathematical form called a symplectic structure.

3.3 Symplectic structures
The Euler-Lagrange equations (5) derived from the Lagrangian are equivalent to Hamilton's equations (11),

Here it is assumed that the equation
— = p(q,q)
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(14)

is invertible, so that it can be solved for q = q(q,p). This assumption is however not
generally valid, there are many Lagrangians that do not satisfy this assumption. This is
for example the case in gauge theories (section 7).
The problem is clarified by the introduction of a symplectic two-form, which is a rank
two anti-symmetric tensor w ^ on phase space. In terms of w^ the equations of motion
can be expressed regardless of the form of the Lagrangian, viz.
(15)
A symplectic two-form by definition satisfies
dpU^ + dvwpp, + dpWvp = 0

(16)

The assumption that ui^ has an inverse,

«""«-*, = «?,

(17)

implies that there is an even number oiy's, since an anti-symmetric matrix can be inverted
only if it has an even number of rows and columns. This means that phase space must be
even dimensional. With this assumption, we can write the equations of motion in a form
which constitutes a generalization of Hamilton's equations,
ir=<S»drH(y) = {y"tH}

(18)

using the generalization {f(y),g(y)} — 9lif{y)Lj'tudvg{y) of the Poisson bracket, which
implies that {y**, y"} = w*1". The usual Poisson bracket can thus be written as
{f,9} = dju,""dvg

(19)

If we split the phase space coordinate y into coordinates and momenta q, p,

where y\...,y D - q\ ...,qD, and yD+\ ...,y"> =

p\...,pD.

The Hamiltonian equations of motion (11) correspond to the special case
0 -1

So a Hamiltonian system can technically be defined as consisting of a phase space which
is a differentiate manifold of even dimension, together with a symplectic two-form wM^(y)
and a function H{y), on the phase space. The time evolution of the Hamiltonian system
is then given by y^ = u>lvdvH(y).
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4

Quantum mechanics

The discoveries in the early twentieth century, of the dual character of both matter and
iadiation and the existence of discrete values for physical quantities, however mean that
the quantum world cannot adequately be described only in terms relating to the macro
world. It is therefore necessary to introduce more ingredients for describing quantum
dynamics.
Quantum mechanics supplies us with several new notions. Two important principles
are Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and Bohr's complementarity principle. According
to the uncertainty principle it is impossible to precisely specify the values of a pair of
canonically conjugate variables, which describe the behaviour of a quantum system, as
the product of the uncertainties in the knowledge of two canonically conjugate variables
is at least h = h/2ir.
The complementarity principle furthermore states that quantum phenomena cannot be
described with the precision demanded by classical dynamics, because a classical description consists of mutually exclusive or complementary elements, which are all necessary
for the description of the various aspects of the phenomena.
These principles constrain the precision with which measurements of quantum phenomena can be performed. Also the usual meaning of determinism, which can be conceived
as a precise knowledge of where things are going, is altered. The reason is that even if
the laws governing the quantum world phenomena are perfectly deterministic, one cannot
always predict the successive configurations of a quantum system but can only compute
the probabilities.
The discrepancies between the classical and the quantum description of the world
are seen in the representation of an object like an elementary particle. In the classical
description the electron is a particle that moves along a path defined by the equations
of motion and initial conditions, whereas in the quantum mechanical it is described by
a wave function. The non-relativistic wave equation describing the motion of a quantum
mechanical non-interacting particle is the Schrodinger equation. For a free particle the
equation reads

where ^»(r,<) is the wave function representing the particle. Like in classical mechanics, this equation expresses the conservation of energy, E = p 2 /2m, since in quantum
mechanics the momentum operator is P — —tftV and the energy operator is H = ihd/dt.
V> is interpreted as a probability amplitude, in the sense that
\1>(z,y,z,t)\*dxdydz
is the probability of finding the particle in the volume element dxdydz about the point
r = (x,y,z) at the time t.
Quantum mechanical states can be geometrically represented as state vectors V
| > > in
a Hilbert space, which is an infinite dimensional vector space. The relation between the
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state vector and the wave function appears in the expansion of the state vector in the
coordinate basis,
\ib >=
= JI dx x

where i/>(x) = < x\ty >. All the information about a physical system is supposed to be
contained in the state vector.
It should be noted that the identification of macroscopic with classical, and microscopic
with quantum phenomena, is not altogether right. It fails e.g. for low temperature
phenomena like superconductivity and superfluidity, and likewise in degenerate stellar
systems, which constitute different examples of macroscopic manifestations of quantum
phenomena, where many superiimposed quantum states act together in such a way that
the quantum features are maintained even at a macroscopic level.
This is not the same a an "amplification" of one quantum event, like in the case of
Schrodinger's cat, where the macroscopic state is a superposition in the quantum mechanical sense. The cat, which is locked up inside a box (so we don't see it), is dead or alive
depending on whether a radioactive particle has disintegrated or not. This disintegration
is a probabilistic quantum process, and the cat, in spite of being a macroscopic system, is a
superposition of the states the-dead-cat and the-alive-cat, which can be conceived as amplifications of the quantum states disintegrated-particle and not-disintegrated-particle.
If superconductivity or degenerate stellar systems are represented as superpositions of
many quantum states adding up to a macroscopic state ~ (1^ >i +IV1 > J ) * I where N
is big, Schrodinger's cat should instead be represented as a state ~ (|^> >^ + \if> >^).
Superconductivity and degenerate stars are however well established phenomena, unlike
Schrodinger's cat, even though it is not unlikely that an experimental situation analogous
to Schrodinger's cat (without cats) could be arranged [19].
In the transition from classical to quantum mechanics, observable dynamical quantities
are replaced by hermitian operators. The hermiticity ensures that the operators have
real eigenvalues; and the measurement of an observable is one of the eigenvalues of the
corresponding operator.
Given the Hamiltonian H{qj,pj) for a classical system, in order to quantize the system, q, and pj are given the status of operators. The quantum mechanical relations
corresponding to (12) are then
[fc.ft] = 0, \pitpk] = 0, \pjtqk] = -i6jk

(23)

where [A,B] = AB- BA.
Classically, the time dependence of qj and pj is given by Hamilton's equations (11).
In quantum mechanics the time derivative A of an operator A is given by the Heisenberg
equation [i/, .A(£)] = — iA(t), in the Heisenberg picture, where the time dependence is
carried by the operators. A conservation law can then be expressed in terms of the
operator. That A is conserved, A = 0, thus corresponds to [H, A] — 0.
In quantum theory, time still occupies a special position. The transition to operators
straightforwardly applies to observables like q, p and H. Time, however, never appears
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as an operator in the Schrodinger equation, but as a parameter which is a c-number with
a well defined value.
The operators operate on the states of the quantum system. The expectation value
< A > of an observable corresponding to the operator A, to be expected from repeated
measurements on the state \4> >, is

< A >= < +W+ >

(24)

The eigenvectors \a, > of A satisfy A\a, >= aj\a, >, where a,- is the eigenvalue corresponding to \a,j >. The eigenvectors of any hermitian operator form a complete set, i.e.
each state \tf> > can be expressed as a linear superposition of the eigenstates |<ij > of A,

where c,- is the probablility amplitude of finding \tj} > in the state \a.j >.
If [A, B] — 0, there are vectors that are simultaneously eigenvectors of both A and B.
Two vectors that differ only by multiplication by a complex number of modulus one
represent the same state, that is, the states of a quantum system are represented by unit
rays. But every unit ray does not represent a physical state. For example superpositions
of states with different charges do not correspond to physical states. Similarly no physical
state can be a linear combination of say two states containing an even and an odd number
of fermions respectively. Each statement that discerns some unit ray as physical is a superselection rule. There is one distinguished state, namely the vacuum. It is the unique state
of lowest energy, which looks the same to all observers.
A fundamental quantum mechanical quantity is the transition matrix element corresponding to the transition from the initial state \q,t > to the final state < q',t'\, namely
< q',t'\q,t >. The transition probability is given by | < q',t'\q,t > \2. A symmetry transformation of a quantum mechanical system is a mapping of a physically realizable state
\<j> > on another physically realizable state \</>' >, such that all transition probabilities are
conserved, whereby | < <j>\ij) > |2 = | < <f>'\i{i' > |2.

5

Symmetry

The Heraclitean-Pythagoran question what change is, and what remains permanent under
changes, is highly relevant for modern physics.
A system that remains unchanged albeit it has been subdued to a transformation, is
symmetric with respect to this symmetry transformation.
Symmetry means "with measure", from the Greek sun which means "with", and metron,
"measure". In everyday language we would for example call a flower with five petals
symmetric, meaning that if we rotate the flower around its stem, we regain its initial
configuration. The flower has a rotational symmetry.
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That a system possesses a certain symmetry means that the system and the symmetry
transformed system are, according to Leibniz, "when considered by themselves, equal
and undiscernable". Intuitively one could say that the more simple a shape is, the more
symmetry does it possess.
The five petal-flower is (ideally) rotation symmetric under rotations by 27r/5 around
an axis through its centre, while a circle is rotation symmetric under rotations by any
angle around the central axis. In this sense the circle is more symmetric than the flower.
The flower (ideally) consists of five identical petals, whereas the circle consists of an
infinite number of infinitesimal slices or lines from the centre to the border of the circle.
The flower is less symmetric but more structured than the circle.
The most symmetric object conceivable, is empty space. Considered as a geometrical
entity, defined in terms of angles and distances, empty space is quite featureless, and thus
has a very high degree of symmetry.
The assumption is that space and time are homogenous, since in empty space, one
space-point cannot be discerned from any other space-point, and the same goes for time.
This is the background of the conjecture that the laws of nature are the same everywhere
and always, which is expressed in terms of symmetries, which also affect matter.
If we place one particle somewhere in empty space, it will remain as it is, unless some
force acts on it. And since any part of space supposedly is equivalent to any other, the
particle's state of motion is independent of where it is situated. It is thus unaltered under
a space translation. This is the basis of the law of conservation of the momentum. In a
similar way, rotational symmetry brings about the conservation of angular momentum.
Analoguously, the energy of a closed system is conserved under translation in time; as all
moments are equivalent.
The conservation of momentum, angular momentum and energy thus follow from the
symmetries of empty space, and time. These conservation laws are valid in classical
(Galilean and relativistic) mechanics, as well as in quantum mechanics.

5.1

Groups

A more precise definition of symmetry is provided by group theory. In Herman Weyl's
words [20], "given a spatial configuration Jr, those automorphisms of space which leave T
unchanged form a group T, and this group exactly describes the symmetry possessed by
!F". This statement was more striking in the twenties than it is today, when symmetries
and groups are self-evident ingredients in a physical theory.
An automorphism is a mapping that maps a system onto itself, and a group is a collection
of elements which are related to one another by the group operation, by which two
elements of the group combine into yet another group element. This combination, or
multiplication law, is required to be associative. The existence of an identity element as
well as inverses belonging to the group is also required.
A group is an abstract structure. A representation of a group is a realization of
this structure by matrices Mj, where the group operation is represented by the matrix
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multiplication. The matrices can be considered as linear transformations on a set of
basis vectors, the dimension of the representation is the dimension of this vector space.
The vectors in the space on which the group is acting can be the states of a quantum
mechanical system, which are transformed into each other under the action of the group.
A representation is irreducible if all the states in the vector space are connected with each
other through the group transformations, otherwise the representation is reducible.
Of special interest to physics are the so called Lie groups. A Lie group is a continuous
group with an infinite number of elements and an analytical group operation, on a space
that is an analytic manifold. A manifold is a set that looks like smoothly put together
open subsets, i.e. it is locally Euclidean, and if it is analytic, it is such that analytic
functions can be defined on it.
The Lie algebra is the structure underlying a Lie group. It can be conceived as
deduced from the group, by the expansion of the group elements around the unity. Some
groups have manifolds that consist of several disconnected parts. For these groups, the
part of a group that can be reached from the identity nevertheless forms a subgroup, the
local group. This group has the same infinitesimal operators and the same Lie algebra as
the full group. The algebra can thus be conceived as a linear approximation to the local
group.
The algebra is characterized by its structure constants C,*, as the elements Xj of the
algebra satisfy
[Xi,Xi] = iClXk.
(25)
The Xj act as infinitesimal group generators since the elements g(a) of the group can be
expressed as
g(a) = e^x> = g(0) + iajXj + ..
(26)
where
X

=

'

1

and a ; are the group parameters which are taken to be real.
In quantum mechanics transformations are often realized as unitary operators in Hilbert
space, therefore groups with unitary representations are of special interest. When the
g(a) are unitary, the Xj constitute a set of linearly independent hermitian operators.
The special unitary group SU(n) of nxn matrices with unit determinant, is frequently
encountered in particle physics. A unitary matrix U can always be written in terms of
a hermitian matrix H, U = exp(iH). From detU = 1, it then follows that traceH = 0.
There are n2 — 1 linearly independent traceless hermitian nxn matrices, so U can be
written as

where @j are the group parameters and H, are the group generators represented by traceless hermitian matrices. Since at most n — 1 of the n 2 — 1 generators are diagonal, SU(n)
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has rank n — 1. The actual representations of the SU(n) group elements can be of different dimensions, like the fundamental representation with group elements that are nxn
matrices, or the regular representation, corresponding to (n2 — l)x(n2 — 1) matrices.
The SU(n) group represents the symmetry which is displayed by a set of n entities that
cannot be discerned from each other by some interaction. The different entites o, 6, c,...
are then transformed into each other by the SU{n) transformations Ut, e.g. J/,-o = b,
Ukb = c,.., while the Lagrangian describing the system a,b,c,... remains unaltered under
these transformations. The existence of an underlying symmetry can be identified by the
existence of multiplets.
For example, the charge independence of nuclear forces and isospin symmetry in particle physics, are phenomena associated with an underlying 5(7(2) group structure. The
fundamental representation of the isospin corresponds to multiplets like (p, n), and the
regular representation to multiplets like (7r+,7r°,7r~).
A theory is said to display a certain symmetry when its Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian)
is invariant under the action of the corresponding symmetry group.
In field theory, the relation between continuous symmetries and conservation laws is expressed by Noether's theorem, which states that for a system described by some Lagrangian L, for any continuous symmetry transformation which leaves the action invariant,
there is a conserved current j * = 0, d^j* = 0, with corresponding charges Qa(t) — j CPXJQ,
which are constants of the motion, Qa = 0.
These charges constitute the symmetry algebra. An exact symmetry thus corresponds to
a conserved current, whose charges act as generators of the symmetry.

5.2

The invariance groups of space-time

Already in Galilean relativity, physical laws are required to be independent of the choice
of frame of reference in which they are described, corresponding to invariance under
the group of Galilean transformations. The only group of transformations between inertial systems that also encompasses the constancy of the velocity of light is however
the Poincare group, which is the invariance group of special relativity and electromagnetism. The Poincare group leaves the space-time interval da2 = i)apdxadx0 = c2dt2 — dr2
between two events invariant. Here rf^ is the metric of the Minkowski space-time and
xa — (ct,x,y,z) is the position four-vector. The metric is what defines distance on the
space-time vector space.
The transformations that must be applied to describe the events in one coordinate system from the perspective of another coordinate system, where the two are moving with a
constant velocity with respect to each other, are the Lorentz transformations.
A Lorentz transformation A preserves the scalar product,
(AJ*").(A» = xM.y" = x^yv
In order to be a proper Lorentz transformation, a linear transformation
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(27)

must thus satisfy
a a

n 0Vv = Vaf)

(28)

The Lorentz group is actually used to classify observable quantities. A scalar is by definition an entity that remains unchanged under Lorentz transformations. Vectors transform
asV; -• l£ = aJlK,, etc.
The Poincare transformations are the inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations, which
comprise Lorentz transformations and space translations, under which the interval ds2 is
invariant. The elements (a, A) of the Poincare group act on the space-time coordinates
by Xp —» x^ = A^xu + aM, where A belongs to the Lorentz group.
The space-time metric r\a$ in special relativity is flat, corresponding to ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) .
In the presence of gravity, the space-time metric becomes a dynamical variable gap{x);
space-time is still locally Minkowskian, but globally curved. Whereas "empty space"
in special relativity is homogeneous and isotropic, in general relativity homogeneity and
isotropy are gone, and the state of space-time is determined by the ten gravitational
potentials g^(x). General relativity thus ascribes some structure to space, as it equips it
with physical properties.
The (geometrical) symmetry of special relativity is valid for all physical laws, while
the group diffeomorphisms of general relativity is only a condition on the form of the
gravitational interaction.
A consequence of the invariance under the group of diffeomorphisms is that the equations
of theory cannot be linear and homogeneous in the fields and their derivatives. This also
entails a higher degree of predictivity, in the sense that the force acting on a particle is
altogether given by the equations for the gravitational field.
In a formulation of the dynamics of a system where the dynamical variables are treated
symmetrically in such a way that the formalism is invariant under reparametrization, theory is "formally covariant". In a generally covariant theory, the motion can be conceived
as just the unfolding of a gauge transformation (section 7).

5.3

Different types of symmetries

The real breakthrough of symmetry principles in physics came with the identification of
the invariance group of Minkowskian space-time in 1908. It was later realized that there
are also internal symmetries, like isospin, that have nothing to do with space and time.
We can distinguish four main types of symmetries that are important in physics:
- Permutation symmetry, related to Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics.
- Continuous space-time symmetries, such as translation, rotation.
- Discrete symmetries, such as parity or mirror symmetry P, time reversal T, charge
conjugation C.
- Unitary symmetries, such as U(l)-symmetries related to the conservation of charge,
baryon or lepton number; SU(2)-isospin symmetry, SU(3)-colour symmetry, SU(n)-flavour
symmetry. Some of these symmetries, like the electromagnetic U(l) symmetry, turn out
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to be crucial in particle interactions, since they are gauge symmetries (section 7). It is a
gauge symmetry that assures the conservation of charge!

5.4

P, C and T

Parity inversion P is the mirror symmetry that operates by inverting the coordinates, x
—> —x. Under parity inversion, the fields transform in such a way that scalars do not
change sign, while pseudoscalars do. Similarly, a vector does not change sign, while axial
vectors do. A Dirac spinor transforms according to Ptp(x,t) — 7oV'(~xi0Charge conjugation C transforms a charged particle into its antiparticle. By definition the
charge conjugate of the field <f> is (f>c = C4>C~l. For a spin 1/2 object ip this corresponds to
ipc — CipT, where T denotes the transpose and C = i727°. The C therefore only acts on
spinor indices. It satifies C2 - - 1 , Cf - C" 1 , C T = - C = - C " , and C-f^C'1 = - 7 J .
From very general principles, namely Poincare invariance, microscopic causality as expressed by local communicativity, and continuity of quantum field operators; it can be
deduced that the laws of physics must be invariant under the combined operations of
space reflection, time reversal and charge conjugation. This is the CPT theorem, which
is one of the corner stones of particle physics. Broken CP thus implies broken T as well.
One of the consequences of the CPT invariance is the equality of masses and lifetimes
of a particle and its antiparticle. Data are consistent with CPT invariance. It is however
not unconceivable that CPT breaking could take place, namely in non-local theories, in
non Lorentz invariant theories [21].

5.5

Isospin

The concept of isospin was introduced by Heisenberg, who realized that the approximate
equality of the proton and neutron masses and their similar interactions in nuclei, could
easily be explained if the proton and the neutron were the two states of a single particle,
the nucleon,

•C)
Each superposition a\p > +/3|ra >, where \a\2 + \/3\2 = 1, then has the same properties as
\p > or \n >, this equivalence constitutes the isospin symmetry. (The isospin symmetry
is clearly broken by the electromagnetic interaction, since p and n have different charges).
Mathematically this idea is implemented by requiring invariance under

where V is a 2x2 matrix representation of an arbitrary element of the group SU(2).
The group structure of isospin symmetry is similar to that of the usual spin and the
isospin generators satisfy the SU(2) Lie algebra, [Tj, Tk] — iejuTi, with indices ranging
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from 1 to 3. That some interaction does not distinguish p from n corresponds to [H, Tj]
= 0, where H is the corresponding Hamiltonian, and that p and n form a iso-doublet
means that T3\p >= \\p >, T3\n > = — ||n >, T+\n >= \p > and T_|p >= \n >, where
T± = Tl± iT2.
If isospin were an exact symmetry, [Htotai,Tj} = 0 would be satisfied for the total
Hamiltonian of the system. All the members of an isomultiplet would then be strictly
degenerate in mass. The mass differences within an isomultiplet is therefore a measure of
the breaking of isosymmetry. And since the proton and the neutron are not degenerate
in mass, isospin is in reality broken.
The Heisenberg isospin is an example of a global symmetry, where theory is assumed to
be unchanged under space-time independent transformations. If this symmetry is gauged
(section 7), severe restrictions are set on the structure of theory.

5.6

Symmetry breaking

There is no a priori reason why the initial conditions should share the symmetries of
the laws of nature. A symmetry may furthermore be broken, whereby it appears in the
laws but not in the manifest phenomena governed by those laws. One must therefore
distinguish between the symmetries of physical laws and the symmetries of the actual
world: the world does not necessarily possess the same symmetries as the laws. When a
symmetry is broken, it may be valid only approximately or fail completely. The symmetry
breaking is manifested by that what was assumed to be a non-observable, turns out to be
an observable. Time and again macroscopic notions of symmetry have been brought over
to the quantum level, and thereafter found invalid. A symmetry that seemed unquestionable at the classical level, was found to be broken at the quantum level. An example of
this is parity breaking.
From the metaphysical idea of the structureless space, it was gathered that in order to
make distinctions possible, some structure must be inserted into space. The distinction
between right and left for example needs some structure in order to define a "front" and
a "back", in analogy with the human body. Already in 1949, Dirac however wrote "I
do not believe that there is any need for physical laws to be invariant under reflections"
[22]. And indeed, the parity symmetry that was taken for granted, was proven in 1957 to
be violated: all forces do not respect the presumed symmetries of space and time, weak
interactions do not conserve parity.
Likewise, they were found to break the charge conjugation symmetry C, and some years
later it appeared that also the combined CP-symmetry is broken.
When a symmetry is explicitely broken, the classical action has a non-invariant term.
Even though the classical action is invariant, it may be that the quantum theory is not,
and there is no conserved current. Then the symmetry is anomalously broken.
A symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken if the Lagrangian exhibits the symmetry but the corresponding physical states do not. That is, the field equations possess
the symmetry, but their solutions do not.
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The spontaneous breakdown of a continuous symmetry implies the existence of a massless,
spinless Goldstone boson \n >. It can be connected to the vacuum by some generic field
operator or the current J^ of the spontaneously broken symmetry, by
<n\4>\0>?0,

< n| Jo(0)|0 >± 0

A spontaneous symmetry breaking with only gauge interaction, with no elementary scalars
involved, is an instance of dynamical symmetry breaking.

6

Quantum field theory

The Schrodinger equation of quantum mechanics is not Lorentz invariant. In order to
obtain a Lorentz invariant equation of motion, special relativity must be incorporated in
theory. The combination of quantum theory and special relativity results in relativistic
quantum field theory.
In a quantum field theory a scalar, or pseudoscalar, Lagrangian is not sufficient to
guarantee relativistic invariance, we must also make sure that the fields obey the operator
requirements needed to certify Lorentz covariance. Imposing Lorentz covariance means
that physical observables perceived in different Lorentz frames become related.
Quantization proceeds in the Heisenberg picture by interpreting the fields as operators
on a Hilbert space, and requiring that the canonical commutations relations be satisfied.
For a bosonic field <j>(x), they are

[»(x,0 ) #x,t)]=-tf 3 (x-y)

(29)

Solutions to the equations of motion i<j> — [<f>, H], are given by the space of states and
specification of how the field operators act on the states.
A field theory is required to have a ground state, otherwise all states are unstable
against decays. In classical field theories the total energy is defined as the integral of the
positive definite energy density Too, in general relativityity the situation is however more
subtle [23]. This positivity of energy is desired since it ensures the stability of the ground
state. In quantum field theory the vacuum |0 > is the lowest energy Poincare invariant
state where all real particles are absent. The states and the action of the field operators
on them can be defined by means of |0 > and the Green's functions
GN(xu...,xN)

=< 0|TM* 1 )...#* B ))|0 >

where T denotes time ordering.
The fields contain creation and annihilation operators, and all states can be constructed from the vacuum by repeated application of the particle creation operators.
Taking interactions into account gives a vacuum consisting of virtual particle-antiparticle
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pairs which continually appear and disappear. And if enough energy is supplied, particles
and antiparticles are created together out of the vacuum. This tells us not only how
particles are created in high-energy accelerators, but also about the quantum processes
that took place in the early universe, according to the hot Big Bang Model.
Because of the creation- and annihilation-processes, theory of interaction of relativistic
particles is a many-body theory, to which only approximate, perturbative solutions are
known.

6.1 Particles
Particles come as fermions and bosons, which belong to different irreducible representations of the Poincare group, corresponding to half-integer spin and integer spin respectively.
Fermions and bosons obey different statistics, as well as different equations of motion.
Fermionic and bosonic statistics are such that a wave function describing a collection
of identical fermions is antisymmetric under the exchange of any two fermions, while
for bosons the corresponding wave function is symmetric under the exchange of any two
identical bosons.
The differences also show up in the quantization procedure, which generally can be
described as
(Poisson

bracket)

—+ (ih)^1 (commutator)

In the bosonic case, the commutator relations are like in (29), whereas in the fermionic
case, the "commutator" is an anticommutator such as {V><*(x, t),ipp(x.,t)} = h6ap6(x — y).
Fermions are particles such as the constituents of ordinary matter, namely protons,
neutrons and electrons. Bosons are particles such as the photon which is responsible for
the electromagnetic force, and the other force-mediating particles. Fermions are moreover
divided into leptons and hadrons, where leptons are the fermions that do not interact
strongly, contrary to the hadrons, that take part in all the interactions. Leptons are
considered to be elementary particles, and the observed hadrons to consist of elementary
quarks. Down to the present scale of 10~3 fermi, leptons and quarks are pointlike.
The simplest boson field is a real scalar (spin-zero) field <j>(x), which satisfies the
Klein-Gordon equation
(D + m 2 M z ) = 0
(30)
where m is the mass, and the corresponding Lagrangian density is

The Lagrangian for a free spin-1 field with mass m is
C = -\FtwF^-r^-A^A\
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(32)

and the corresponding equation of motion is
— F^ - m2Av = 0

(33)

The divergence of (33) furthermore implies that dA^/dx^ = 0 (for TO ^ 0).
Here A^ = (<j>, A) is the four-potential which is a vector under Lorentz transformations,
and FpV — dpAv — dvA^ is the antisymmetric field tensor. Spin-1 particles are for example
the photon and the electroweak intermediary bosons, Z and W±.
The Lagrangian density of a free fermion i>{x) is
C{x) = i>(x){ird» - m)1,{x)

(34)

and the corresponding equation of motion is the Dirac equation
(i-fdp - m)i> = 0

(35)

where the 4x4 7^ matrices satisfy the Clifford algebra

The Dirac equation has spinor solutions that correspond to particles and antiparticles.
This can be traced back to the two roots E — ±c\/p2 + m2c2 of the energy-momentum
relation E2 = c2(p2+m2c2). After attempts to interpret the two solutions as corresponding
to the electron and the proton, the particle-antiparticle interpretation was suggested by
Weyl and by Dirac.
Antiparticles have the same mass and spin as their particle siblings, but their charges
are reversed. Particle interactions are described in terms of exchange of virtual bosons.
The long-range gravitational and electromagnetic forces are intermediated by the massless
graviton and photon, respectively. The strong and weak interactions act within the atomic
nucleus. The strong interaction is mediated by eight coloured gluons, while the weak
interaction is mediated by the weak bosons.

6.2

Quantum electrodynamics

Charged particles interact through the exchange of the electromagnetic field quanta.
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a quantum field theory that successfully describes
electromagnetic interactions between photons and charged fundamental fermions, by
means of the Lagrangian density consisting of a fermionic term, a purely electromagnetic
term, and an interaction term,
£<}ED = Cf + £7 + Cint

where

Lf

= V>(n^ -

Cint = qA^"f"il>
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m

/W

(36)

and ip is the fermion field that carries the fermion's quantum numbers. The electromagnetic field is represented by the vector potential A^, and F^ is the electromagnetic field
strength, F^ = d^A,, —d^A^. The electric and magnetic fields E and B are related to the
four-potential A^ by E = -V<£ - A and B = VxA. The field strength can be defined in
terms of the covariant derivative D^ = d^ + iqA^, by (D^D,, — D^D^ip = iqF^ip, where
q is the charge of the particle.
Quantization proceeds by interpreting the fields as operators on a Hilbert space. The
spinor solutions V" of the Dirac equation are then interpreted as quantum field operators,
that are given by the linear superposition of creation and annihilation operators, so that
the field ip(x) annihilates a fermion or creates its antiparticle at x. The operator A^{x)
likewise creates or annihilates a quantum of the electromagnetic field at the space-time
point x.
QED is a gauge theory (section 7). In the gauge theory context, interaction is described
as the exchange between particles of the quantum excitation of gauge fields, which in this
case are the photons.
The particle interactions may be pictorially represented by Feynman diagrams, like for
fermions interacting via the exchange of a virtual photon 7,

6.3

Renormalization

The quantization prescription is based on the existence of a Hamiltonian, and since H
generates infinitesimal time displacements, this corresponds to a differential development
in time. Lorentz invariance then demands a differential development of space as well. The
assumption that the field description holds down to arbitrarily small space-time intervals
however leads to divergencies in the perturbative expressions. No matter how small a
volume of space one considers, there are always some very short wavelengths present,
giving rise to infinities in the calculations.
In a special class of field theories this is cured by the renormalization procedure. By
redefining certain quantities like masses and charges, by subtraction of some infinitely big
numbers, the masses and charges are renormalized, and finite predictions are obtained.
In the renormalization scheme, the parameters of a particle depend on the scale at which
the particle is examined. That is, the mass, charge and coupling constants change according to the distance scale at which they are perceived. If a process is calculated beyond
leading order, divergences can arise in the integrations over momenta in closed loops of
Feynman diagrams. These divergences get contributions from all levels of energy, i.e.
from all distances, down to zero.
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One can introduce a regulator or UV cutoff that limits the maximal energy up to
which one integrates the loop integrals. The cutoff scale can be absorbed at all levels of
energy into an effective cutoff dependent bare coupling constant. The cutoff disappears
when renormalizing (reparametrizing) theory in terms of a new coupling constant that is
normalized with some physical input at some energy scale. Cutoff independent predictions can then be made for all processes; renormalization thus removes the dependence
on the ultraviolet cutoff. The fact that the same physics can be described at different
renormalization scales A, gives rise to the renormalization group equation, the solution of
which is the running coupling constant. In QCD one obtains

where /3 can be determined perturbatively, /3(a) = —6a2 + O(a3), and 6 is a constant.
This is at best good for large Q2. Thus
ntn2\ ~

-

CIRI

for large values of Q2.
The important role of a renormalization scheme is to establish a quantitative connection
between the constants in the Lagrangian and some measurable quantities.
In conclusion, the present theories of elementary particle interactions can be understood deductively as a consequence of symmetry principles and renormalizability. Different interactions are apparently governed by different symmetries, but according to the
unification philosophy, these different symmetries may be the remnants of a symmetry
that appear as broken in our low energy world.
The symmetry principle at the heart of the matter, is gauge symmetry. Gauge symmetries
are believed to govern electroweak, strong and gravitational interactions. However, in the
electroweak model not all forces are gauge forces. Due to the phenomenon of spontaneous
symmetry breaking there are, in the electroweak model, non-gauge interactions mediated
by the "Higgs particle".

7

Gauge symmetry

In 1918, Herman Weyl tried to extend the invariance group of general relativity by assuming that physical laws should also be invariant under local scaling of the metric tensor
g^v, i.e. under
g^(x) — X(x)g^(x)
(39)
where A is some function of the coordinates.
He hoped that local scale invariance should be connected to the electromagnetic field
just like invariance under local coordinate transformations is related to the gravitational
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field; in the sense that when g^{x) is multiplied by A, the electromagnetic potential A^
was assumed to change by a gauge transformation to
|

(40)

The attempt failed, but Weyl later showed the relation between charge conservation and
the gauge invariance of the electromagnetic interactions.
The concept of gauge symmetry has however come to play a crucial role in particle
physics. A global symmetry transformation does not depend on positions in space and
time, that is, under a global symmetry transformation, the change will be the same at
each space-time point, and the field energy of a system remains unchanged under such a
transformation.
If the global symmetry is altered, so as to become space-time dependent, we have a
local symmetry transformation, which acts differently at each space-time point. In this
case, the field energy of the transformed system is changed and the original symmetry is
lost.
If however there is yet another field present that "reads off' the local changes and compensates for them in such a way that the system behaves as under the global symmetry
transformation, the symmetry is nevertheless maintained and the field energy is conserved.
In the case of an inner local symmetry, such a "compensating" field is called a gauge
field. When this was discovered by Yang and Mills in 1954, it did not arouse great
interest, since there was no way of applying these ideas to particle physics. One reason
for this was that gauge field theories were believed to be non-renormalizable, another that
experimental data did not support the existence of the predicted Yang-Mills quanta.
The first problem was solved in 1971, when gauge theories were shown to actually be
renormalizable. The second problem was "solved" by the insight that gauge symmetries
may appear with hidden or spontaneously broken symmetries.
The classical example of gauge invariance is found in electromagnetism, where the
physically measurable fields are independent of whether the potential is defined as A^ or
as i4M + dX/dx1'. This means that AM is a non measurable quantity. To choose which A^
that is to be defined as the potential "behind" the measured electric and magnetic fields
E and B, is to choose a gauge.
In the quantum mechanical description of an electron as a wave in motion, a change of
the electromagnetic potential impbes a change in the phase of the electron field. The Lagrangian remains invariant if the translation in the electromagnetic field is supplemented
with a well defined change in the phase of the electron field. In this case the gauge symmetry is local, the change of potential and the change of phase both being space-time
dependent. In gauge theory the fields are introduced in a reverse order, the electromagnetic field entering as the gauge field compensating for the change of phase of the electron
field under the U(l) gauge transformations.
We thus start out with the free electron, which is described by the free-fermion Lagrangian density
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which is invariant under the global phase transformation, where the phase of the field is
changed by the same amount at each space-time point,
-> y / = Ve-' Q

V»

(41)

where a is a real number. This invariance corresponds to the conservation of the current
j M = qi'^i), which also implies the conservation of the charge Q — qf cPxtp^ip.
Then if we demand that the invariance should be local, with space-time dependent
transformations

V' = i>e~iqf{x)

V> -

(42)

the Lagrangian remains invariant if a gauge potential A^ is introduced into theory, through
the minimal substitution

where q is the charge of the fermion annihilated by the field ip{x), and A^ is the electromagnetic intermediator, transforming as A —* A^ + dX/dx* under the gauge transformations.
The quantization of a gauge system is a rather involved procedure. Gauge theories are
systems with constrained dynamical variables that are not in one-to-one correspondence
with true dynamical degrees of freedom. The gauge symmetry implies an overcounting
over all the field configurations, which must be removed by introducing suitable constraints.
This may be obtained by removing the redundant degrees of freedom by some gauge fixing
conditions, whereby theory can be quantized.

7.1

Constrained systems

The most thorough treatment of a gauge system is the Hamiltonian formulation, where
a gauge system is represented as a constrained Hamiltonian system. The converse is
however not true, not all constrained Hamiltonian systems are gauge systems.
The classical motions of a system are those that make the action stationary under the
variations of the variables. These are the Euler-Lagrange equations (5)
8L

ddL

n

Tq-ItTq-0'

<«>

which in more detail read
,.

d
dqk

. d ., dL . dL
dqh"dqm' dqm

implying that

^qkdl^){dq-^}
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(45)

This means that if d2L/dqkdqm is invertible, i.e.

whereby the accelerations qm may at a certain moment be given unambiguously as functions of position and momentum. If however 2? = 0, the accelerations are not unambiguously determined, and the solutions of the equations of motion may contain arbitrary
functions of the time. In this case, furthermore, not all the canonical momenta
dL
are independent. This corresponds to the presence of primary constraints cf>m % 0 in
theory. The wavy sign denotes "weak equality", indicating that the right-hand side and
the left-hand side are equal, but that this equality is set aside while setting up the formalism. In any solution of the equations of motion, the constraints actually do vanish, but
this is ignored while setting up the canonical formalism. <pm ta 0 thus indicates that <j>m
are not identically zero throughout the phase space, but vanish only on a submanifold in
phase space, the primary constraint surface M.^,. It is essential that 4>m = {4>m, H} ss 0.
In the case that this is not satisfied, this relation may nevertheless be defined as satisfied,
by introducing yet more, secondary constraints.
A function T is first class if its Poisson brackets with the constraints on the system
satisfy {T, <frm} = 0, where <f>m are the constraints on the system and m = 1,2,... First
class constraints thus satisfy {xj,Xm} — 0, while for second class constraints, {xj,Xm} =
For a system without constraints, there is a 1-1 correspondence between the points in
phase space and the physical states of the system. The phase space is equipped with a
symplectic structure and a Hamiltonian function, which together define the time evolution
of the system. For a system with second class constraints, the 1-1 correspondence instead
occurs between the physical states of the system and the points on the constraint manifold.

7.2 The canonical formalism
In order to formulate the Hamiltonian formalism, it is necessary to iimpose some restrictions on the choice of <f>m. This is because H = qnPn — L is not uniquely determined as a
function of the q and p, because of the constraint relations <j>m ss 0, which are identities
when the momenta are expressed as functions of qm and qm via p m = dL/dqm. The
Hamiltonian is thus only well defined on the constraint manifold. This ambiguity implies
that the formalism remains invariant under
H

and

H + cm<j>m,

where the Lagrange multiplicators c1" are some arbitrary functions. The phase space
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action is then

S = f\vnqn

-H- cm<f>m) = 0

(47)

and the preservation in time of the constraints <j>m is expressed by

K = {K, H) + cn{4>m, K) « 0,

(48)

which unless {<j>m,(j>n} % 0 constitutes a restriction on the possible c,,. If there are also
secondary constraints yet another set of restriction parameters must be iimposed.

7.3

Dirac brackets

Suppose we have a constrained system represented by a Lagrangian and the set of constraints <f>m fa 0. While computing the Hamiltonian and the Poisson brackets of the
system, the constraints must be taken care of. This is done by the Dirac procedure,
where instead of Poisson brackets, the brackets are the Dirac brackets, defined by
{/,</}• = {f,g} - {f,<l>m}C-l{<t>k,g}

(49)

where the constraint matrix C m * = {4>m, 4>k} is assumed to be invertible.
A constrained Hamiltonian system is thus defined by a given Lagrangian, together with
the Dirac brackets corresponding to the set of constraints. The physical phase space of
the system is the constraint manifold, which is a submanifold of the "naive" phase space
spanned by the p's and qr's. The "flat" symplectic structure on the naive phase space
induces a non-trivial symplectic structure on the physical phase space. This non-trivial
symplectic structure is given by the Dirac brackets.
When the second class constraints have been taken care of by the Dirac brackets, only
first class constraints remain. The Hamiltonian of this system is the extended Hamiltonian
Hext = H' + \Ti,T « H'

(50)

where Xr are Lagrange multipliers. The Hamiltonian together with the constraints obey
the Poisson bracket algebras

where H' = H + cmrpm, cm ss Um + A'V?", and Um are particular solutions to the inhomogeneous equation {ij>j,H} + Um{ipj,ipm} % 0. Likewise, the V™ are the most general
solution of Vm{rl>j, ipm} ss 0. The phase space action is then

5 = J it[qp - H - Artfv],
and the corresponding equations of motion are
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(51)

The Lagrange multipliers Ar have no equations of motion. The time evolution of the
equations of motion for the q's and p's are therefore partly arbitrary, since the Ar 's enter
into their equations of motion.
In a gauge theory, given the initial conditions, the equations of motion do not determine all the dynamical variables for all times. This is because it is always possible
to change frame and keep the initial conditions fixed, whereby a time evolution different
from the first one will evolve. So in gauge theory the general solution of the equations of
motion contains arbitrary functions of time.

7.4

Gauge systems

Physically relevant variables, corresponding to observables, are those that are independent
of the choice of local frames. A classical observable can be represented as a function on
the constraint surface. This corresponds to a function that has a weakly vanishing Dirac
bracket with the first class constraints of the system.
A gauge transformation is a transformation of the variables induced by a change in the
arbitrary frame of reference. Under gauge transformations physically relevant variables
are thus invariant.
It is when the constraint matrix does not have an inverse, that the system is a gauge
system. According to a conjucture by Dirac, all first class constraints act as gauge generators. Second class constraints can however not be treated as gauge generators, or as
generators of any transformations of physical relevance whatsoever. This is because second class constraints do not preserve all the constraints of the system, and may thus map
an allowed state of the system on a nonallowed state.
Gauge symmetries are unusual symmetries in the sense that a gauge transformation
does not transform from one solution to another solution, but rather from one description
of a solution to another description of a solution.
In field theory, because of the infinite number of degrees of freedom, it is possible
to distinguish between proper and improper gauge transformations. Proper gauge transformations correspond to constraints that are preserved in time, whereas the improper
gauge transformations correspond to conservation laws. Improper gauge transformations
thus cannot be "eliminated", while proper gauge transformations can be "eliminated" by
gauge fixing, and are thus physically irrelevant. Proper first class constraints thus generate gauge transformations, while improper first class constraints generate "conventional"
symmetry transformations. We now can recognize our earlier distinction between local
and global symmetry transformations, in the distinction between proper and improper
gauge transformations.
In a system with N first class constraints GA, the most general generator of proper
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gauge transformation can be expressed as

G=Y. eA°*«°

( 52 )

When N is finite, there are only proper gauge transformations, but if it is infinite, there
can be improper gauge transformations as well. Go to the limit where

G = jdxe{x)G(x) * 0,

(53)

In the case that there are only proper transformations, e(x) then belongs to the dual space
of the space of constraints G(x). The G(x) are functions of q(x) and p(x), the space of
G(x) is thus determined by the boundary conditions on the q(x) and p(x). If, for example,
G is periodic in x, then e is periodic as well, and the transformations are proper.
When the transformations are improper, the e must still satisfy the same boundary
conditions as G, but the functional derivatives with respect to the canonical coordinates
do not exist unless a nonvanishing surface term is added to G.
Note that the Hamiltonian is invariant under all gauge transformations, proper and
improper.

7.5

Gauge fixing

To bring in gauge conditions is a way to restrict theory in order to avoid multiple counting
of states, and this is done by imposing constraints on the canonical variables.
After a complete gauge fixing, there should be no first class constraints left, since
upon gauge fixation the first class constraints, together with the gauge conditions, turn
second class. And every set of second class constraints can be conceived as resulting from
gauge-fixation of an equivalent gauge system.
The constraint manifold can be divided into equivalence classes of points, such that
the points within an equivalence class are related by gauge transformations. A physical
observable A is an entity that takes a definite value as the physical system is in some
definite state. An observable takes the same value at all the points within an equivalence
class, or gauge flat, of the constraint manifold. In this way a physical state corresponds
to one gauge flat on the constraint surface.
Canonical gauge fixing can be described as defining a physical phase space consisting of one representative point from each equivalence class of points on the constraint
surface. This leaves a Hamiltonian system without any remaining constraints, and no
proper gauge transformations can be performed. Improper gauge transformations are
however still allowed, if preserving the gauge conditions. They act as ordinary symmetry
transformations of the physical system.
Suppose we want to fix the gauge pertaining to one first class constraint x- If we find
a condition <f>(p, q) as 0 such that the matrix
{x,<f>}
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0

)

is invertible, <j> and x c a n be treated as a pair of second class constraints which can be
solved, whereby the Dirac brackets for the remaining degrees of freedom can be computed.
The resulting system has fewer degrees of freedom than the initial system.
As an example, consider the Coulomb gauge in electrodynamics, expressed as
d- A = O.ThiscarTe3pondsto{<f>(x),G(y)} = - AS(x,y), where the constraint G — dir, and
n is the momentum. To see that this is a good gauge choice, one has to check that the
Laplacian is invertible, i.e. that the inverse of the constraint matrix can be written as

c 1

o jA* ( x > y )

~ (*>v)=[1

(55)

Every gauge flat must furthermore contain one and only one point, where <j> — 0 is satisfied.
Now suppose that the vector potential Aa obeys the Coulomb gauge condition, then all
other vector potentials on the same flat obey SA'a(x) = 6a(A'a(x) + SaA(x)) = AA(z).
The question is whether the Laplace equation AA(x) = 0 has a unique solution for A(z).
Given suitable boundary conditions, with one vector potential on every gauge flat
that obeys the Coulomb condition, the appearance of the Laplacian in a denominator
can be justified. The constraint and the gauge condition can then be regarded as a pair
of second class constraints which can be solved for the independent physical degrees of
freedom, which are the transverse parts of the vector potential,
^

(56)

and similarly for the electric field. The Dirac brackets can be calculated straightforwardly,
but they involve the non-local inverse of the Laplacian. Thus manifest locality is lost when
the Coulomb gauge is fixed.
In the above constraint formalism gauge symmetry is treated in a rather formal way. In
the Standard Model for strong and electroweak interactions (section 10), it is represented
in a somewhat different way, emphasizing the particle aspects.
Before we describe the Standard Model, we however first discuss the concept of chirality.

8

Chirality and duality

The terms chirality, helicity and kandedness are used in a somewhat sloppy way, often
as synonyms.
Just like left and right are defined relative to the front of our elongated bodies, the
handedness of an elementary particle is defined in relation to some direction, or axis,
related to the particle. To a particle in motion is associated the axis defined by its
momentum, and its helicity is defined by the projection of the particle's spin on this axis,
as sf> which gives the component of angular momentum along the momentum p. The
helicity operator thus projects out two physical states, with the spin along or opposite
the direction of motion, whether the particle is massive or not. The helicity is measurable,
however not Lorentz invariant. Since helicity is the scalar product of two vectors, it is
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however invariant under space rotations. If the particle has vanishing mass, its helicity is
also invariant under Lorentz transformations.
For a massless fermion, the Dirac equation reads

-fdrf = 0,

(57)

which is also satisfied by
7^(75^) = °
( 58 )
where the combination of the 7 matrices, 75 = 170717273 has the properties -y| = 1
and {75,7^} = 0. This allows us to define the chirality operators which project out
left-handed and right-handed states,
rl>L = \(l - l,)rp and

I&JI

= ^(1 + 7»)V«

(59)

where ipL and V'H satisfy the equations 75^1, = -ipi, and 75 ^ H = i>R, so the chiral fields are
eigenfields of 75, regardless of their mass. Massive chiral states are however not physical
since 75 does not commute with the free Hamiltonian for a massive fermion. So in the
general case, contrary to the helicity, the chirality is not directly measurable. It is however
Lorentz invariant: chiral fields transform among themselves under the Lorentz group.
In the massless case, the Dirac equation splits into two independent reformulated as
the Weyl equations
|

|

(60)

The massless chiral states (1/2)(1 ± 75)^ are thus physical, since they correspond to
eigenstates of the helicity operator, with eigenvalues ± 1 .
We can always express a fermion as if) — tpL + V'Hi a n d a massive particle has got Lhanded as well as R-handed components. In the massless case V1 however "disintegrates"
into separate helicity states. A massless particle, which is in perpetual motion, thus
has an unchangeable handedness, that is, its momentum can be altered by a Lorentz
transformation, while its helicity remains unchanged. For a massive particle, on the other
hand, we can perform a Lorentz transformation along the particle's momentum direction
with a velocity larger than the particle's, so the particle's momentum direction changes.
The direction of its spin however remains the same, meaning that its helicity changes.

8.1 Duality
Spin properties are related to spatial dimension. For example, particles with "any" statistics, anyons, only exist in space-time with dimension D = 2 + 1.
Another example is the definition of chirality which depends on the properties of 3+1dimensional space-time. Furthermore, in 2,6,10.., that is, 2 mod4 or twice odd dimensions,
a chiral fermion is its own antiparticle. In 4 mod4 dimensions, on the other hand, V'L and
ipR are each other's antipartides.
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This situation in a certain sense carries over to self-dual and anti-selfdual fields, which
can be defined in 2mod4 dimensions. A self-dual field obeys Bose statistics, but nevertheless it shares many of the features of fermionic fields: it obeys a field equation which is
linear in derivatives, it leads to species doubling if one attempts to define it on a lattice,
and it gives rise to gravitational anomalies.
Duality is a term that is used in rather different connections. Generally speaking, a
dual transformation acts by interchanging the roles of two objects. In the context of field
theory, duality transformations are that relate fields characterized by "big" and "small"
coupling constants. This is of interest from the point of view of perturbative expansions.
The strength of quantum fluctuations are governed by the coupling constant. When
g is small the fluctuations are small and their equations of motion can be approximated
by linear equations, the case with a small g thus resembles a free field theory. For larger
g the field fluctuations and the nonlinearities become larger.
As the coupling becomes large, one may find new dual fields whose fluctuations instead
become small, characterized by a coupling g' ~ 1/g. This is similar to a Fourier transformation, where a function which becomes spread out in position space can become very
narrow in momentum space, but duality transformations do not relate different representations of the same physical system, but the physical properties of two different physical
systems. If such a transformation exists, the two systems are said to be dual. The original
model and its dual are typically very different, but observable quantities are identical for
the two models. Therefore duality may provide new pictures and new approaches in how
to conceive the physics of a given system.
When a system is self-dual, the dual model is identical to the original model. The
phase transition between the different phases is then determined by a unique critical
parameter, PCTit = P^it.
Electromagnetism provides an example of duality. Here the duality transformation
interchanges the roles of the electric and the magnetic fields, and electric charges and
magnetic monopoles. In this case the dual transformation is the Hodge transformation
which maps F^ into its Hodge dual 'F^ — ^e^a^F"^. In the vacuum Maxwell's equations
5MF"" = 0 and 5M *F*V = 0
(61)
are symmetrical under the duality transformations

corresponding to E —> B and B —> — E, a symmetry which is broken by the presence
of the electromagnetic current j v .

8.2

Self-duality

Using the Hodge dual transformation, we can define chiral p-forms which are a kind of
self-dual fields that can occur in space-times of twice odd dimension. A p-form is formally
defined on a (flat Minkowskian) space-time with a dimension D which is even, but twice
odd, so that
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D = 2n = 2{p+l) ,

(63)

where p is an even number. The p-form is a totally antisymmetric tensor field
with p indices, with the notation
AaM

= Aai....ar

.

Aai....ap

(64)

The corresponding field strength is
Fa[n]=n\d[aiAa,...aii]

,

(65)

where the square brackets denote anti-symmetrization with weight one. There is an action
for such objects that is a natural generalization of the Maxwell action, namely
^xFa[n]F^\

(66)

which defines the dynamics of an ordinary p-form. The Hodge dual of F is defined as
n

W~9

Since n is odd, and
"Fa[n)

= Fa[n]

(68)

in Minkowski space, the eigenvectors of the '-operator are real. Therefore the self-dual
part of the field strength, which obeys
"Fa[n] = Fa[n] ,

(69)

is real. This is an important difference between twice odd and twice even dimensions.
The dynamics of a chiral p-form is defined by equation (69). Solutions of this equation
automatically obey the field equations derived from the action (66).
The simplest version of self-duality occurs in D = 1 + 1 dimensions, where the potential
is a scalar;
Fa = da<f>

(70)

Then the self-duality condition (69) becomes the equation for a chiral boson. Writing it
out in components we find
m

Fa = Fa

«•

4> = 4>',

(71)

where the dot and the prime denote time and space derivatives, respectively.
It is assumed that a Lorentz invariant theory can always be written in a manifestly Lorentz
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covariant form. But for space-times with twice-odd dimensions, D=4n+2, the question
has been raised whether there are counterexamples to this assumption [24].
The self-dual component F' + ) and the anti self-dual component F^ of the field
strength F transform separately under the Lorentz group, hence both F^ and F^
are Lorentz invariant. However, the propagation of only one or the other seemingly cannot be described in a manifestly covariant way. The reason is that when the field strength
is self-dual, F = F^+\ the Lagrangian which is of the form C ~ F2 nevertheless describes
propagation for both F^ + ' and F^~\ The problem is then to find a covariant action that
only describes one of the modes.
It turns out that by introducing an infinite number of gauge fields [25], a manifestly
covariant Lagrangian can be formulated in the classical case [Paper 3].

8.3

Fermions and self-dual tensors in 1+1 dimensions

The equation of motion (71) establishes a linear relation between the time and space
derivatives. It is therefore not so strange that self-dual tensors have certain features in
common with fermions.
In the 1 + 1 dimensional continuum the Dirac field is a two-component spinor

With the Dirac matrices

- (i -1)
and

* - (-°.;)

<74)

the massless Dirac equation reads
i> = 7o7i&V>,

(75)

V-1,2 - a.^a.1

(76)

corresponding to the component form

Iterating the Dirac equation gives
^ = d.id.ifj),

(77)

j = 1,2. This equation however has two sets of solutions: one set of solutions corresponding to fermions,
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and the other set of solutions corresponding to self-dual tensors,
i>i = d.i>i

(78)

j = 1,2. Self-dual tensors and fermions thus constitute different solutions to the equation
(77). Now, with the definition 75 = 7o7i, the Dirac equation in 1 + 1 dimensions for a
Weyl spinor,
i>L = 7O7I&VL,

( 79 )

then reads, in component form, to ipi = ip'L. A Weyl spinor thus consists of one component
that satisfies the same equation as the chiral boson.
In 1 + 1 dimension the roles of left and right hand helicities are replaced by left and
right moving particles. This is a situation that easily lends itself to be described on the
lattice.

8.4 Chiral fields on the lattice
In a lattice theory [26], the space-time continuum is discretized. This provides a a natural
cut-off scheme as waves shorter than twice the lattice spacing a have no meaning.
The fields live on the lattice sites n, lying at the distance a from each other. This means
that infinitesimal operations are replaced by finite ones, so that integrals become sums
and differentials become differences. In the limit o - > 0 , the physics of a renormalizable
field theory should furthermore be independent of the details of the regulator.
A massive particle of spin s has 2s+l distinct spin states which mix under a general
Lorentz transformation, and chiral symmetry is intimately tied to Lorentz invariance.
Lattice formulations however inherently violate the usual space-time symmetries. The
connection between Lorentz invariance and chirality thus indicates that it should be complicated and even impossible to give a lattice representation of chiral states. This is
precisely the content of the no-go theorem of Nielsen and Ninomiya [27], which says that
when a chiral invariant theory with a local action is put on the lattice, it suffers the
problem of species doubling, which means that the number of left-handed fermions equals
the number of right-handed fermions, whereby chirality is abolished.
The simplest fermionic Hamiltonian in 1+1 dimensions is of the form
H

~ EE°(n+l)a(n) - «(B)O(«+1)]

(80)

n

where n labels the lattice sites and Q(n) are the Fermion annihilation operators, satisfying
the anticommutator relations {a^,a^}
= 6nik- Energy eigenstates of a single fermion
|w > = D n w n o| n J0 > corresponds to a particle with energy E ~ sin(q).
A fermionic wave packet produced a a superposition of states carrying a small momentum q, will move to the right, since the group velocity dE/dq is positive in this region.
A wave packet produced from momenta in the vicinity of q ~ IT will however be left
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moving. The essence of the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem is that we must have both types
of excitations, since the periodicity in q requires the dispersion relation to have an equal
number of positive and negative slopes at the zeroes.

8.5 Self-dual states on the lattice
The problem of species doubling also pertains to the action of a self-dual tensor when it is
put on the lattice (and a no-go theorem [28] analoguous to the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem
states that a local action for self-dual tensors cannot be put on the lattice).
The simplest case is a self-dual "tensor" ip in 1 + 1 dimensions, which satisfies <p = <p'. In
order to put it on the lattice, consider the Lagrangian for a 1 + 1-dimensional tensor,

C=\tf-V%

(81)

The corresponding lattice Lagrangian is

C = -2^l~(^n

(82)

where a is the lattice spacing and n denotes the lattice sites, with 1 < n < N where N is
an even number; and the difference Ay?n/a is the discretized derivative,
A^n = £ —(<pn+r
r

a

~ ¥>„+.)

(83)

=0

(84)

which corresponds to the equation of motion
^

)

On the lattice, the condition of self-duality for ipn is
*. =^

(85)

This simple relation between <{>n and A<pn implies that also the time derivative must have
the form of a difference. The discretization A<pn can be "symmetric" in the sites around
n

ArtT m - ^(Vn+J, - ? - P )

(86)

or "antisymmetric",

Art*-- = £(*,„+,-„„),

(87)

The equation of motion (84), is however only satisfied for the "symmetric" time derivative,
<Pn = ^ ( V " + P - <Pn-r)
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(88)

which is due to the identification of the "iteration" A<pmdA<pm/d<pn with <pn.
The self-duality condition thus forces also the discretization A<pn to be "symmetric",
which is what implies species doubling on the lattice.

8.6 The assumption of positive energy
The Fourier transform of Aipn is
A

^ =^ £ A ^ e ~ 2 " W "

(89)

We assume that for any ipn, we can express Aifik as
A<pk = -if{k)<pk

(90)

where f(k) is some function of k. In the general case, the function f(k) is not specified.
Specific conditions, like the self-duality condition, must however be reflected in the form
of/.
In order to ensure that theory be local on the lattice, f(k) must be continuous, and
because of the lattice periodicity, f(k) must also be periodical. We reformulate A<pn as

A^^I/t*^211^

(91)

In the momentum space, the f{k) corresponding to the generic "symmetric" discretization

J?

(92)

The Hamiltonian corresponding to (82) can thus be written

n = ^
n

( a) ]

In the self-dual case, the Hamiltonian takes the simple form

In order to ascertain that Ti be positive, we assume that f(—k) — —f(k).
self-dual Hamiltonian is

« = ^E^-*/ 2 (*),
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Hence, the

(93)

and the energy depends on the momentum through f2(k).
a condition on f(k) is thus

The self-duality condition as

/(-*) = -/(*)

(94)

where f(k) is a real, continuous and periodic function.

9

Nuclear interactions

In order to save the conservation laws of energy and momentum in the beta decay of
radiative nuclei, Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 postulated the existence of the massless, neutral
neutrino u. It was thus the firm belief in the validity of conservation laws that led to the
introduction of the neutrino. Because of the conservation of angular momentum and spin
and statistics, it moreover had to be a fermion.
In 1934, Enrico Fermi used the neutrino hypothesis to formulate a local theory of the
beta decay, with an interaction Lagrangian that was the product of four fermion fields.
With Pauli's neutrino hypothesis and Fermi's theory of beta decay emerged the theory of
weak interactions. In the period 1947-55 it was furthermore understood that several other
processes in addition to the beta decay can be described by the same weak interactions.
In 1957, several experiments showed that parity is not conserved in weak processes. In
the beta decay of Co60 nuclei, about fourty procent more electrons are emitted along the
Co spin axis than in the opposite direction. This was explained as being due to the fact
that the electrons from the beta decay are longitudinally polarized, i.e. that the parity
is not conserved in the weak processes. In 1957-58, Sudarshan, Marshak, Feynman and
Gell-Mann suggested that the weak interactions should be described by a V-A theory.
At this point, one differentiated between the four different types of interactions in
nature: the gravitational, electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. Of these, gravitation and electromagnetic interactions are singled out by their long range nature, which is
also the reason why they are the oldest known interactions, and why they have a classical
limit which can be described by a classical field theory.
The weak and strong interactions, on the other hand, can be distinguished by their
different symmetry properties. The weak interactions allow flavour nonconservation, and
violate CP and P symmetries. The strong interaction is described in terms of colour
symmetry, with the gauge group SU(3)C.

9.1

Weak interactions

In a V-A theory the weak Lagrangian density contains scalar products V-V and A-A, and
pseudoscalar products V-A corresponding to parity violation. It is written

Cw =

fy&Jwl
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(95)

where GF % 1.17xl(T5GeV-2 is the Fermi coupling,
J& = J^tan + J^dTtm and
Jieptm — V'/TM( 1 ~ 75)Vv,- Here ipi, ijjvi are the charged lepton and its associated neutrino
field, and (1 — 75) represents the parity violation.
The hadronic current can be written as J ^ O T — J£ + Jf1, where J£ is the strangeness
conserving (AS = 0) and J* is the strangeness changing (AS = 1) current.
Historically the weak hadronic currents were represented in terms of a vector current and
an axial current, J ^ = V^ - AQ^. The strangeness conserving current was then written
as JQ — Vv7M('l'o — 1075)^) where ipPin are the proton and neutron fields. The coefficient
Vo is approximately one, so the vector part of the current has almost the same coefficient
as the leptonic weak current. The strong interaction does not seem to influence the
strangeness conserving hadronic weak vector current. This is the content of the conserved
vector current hypothesis, according to which this vector current belongs to a triplet
of conserved currents associated with the conservation of isospin in hadronic processes,
j£, k=l,2,3. Here j% is identified as the isovector part of the hadronic electromagnetic
current and V£ ~ jj* + j%. The conservation of the electromagnetic current then implies
the conservation of jf and j%, if isospin symmetry is good.
When the strangeness non conserving hadronic weak current is described in a similar
way, for instance in processes like A —• p + e~ + vt (neglecting form factors),
j{*(A -

p + e" + vt) = Vv7"(vj - ai7s)V>A,

(96)

one empirically finds that v\ + v\ = 1.
In 1963, Cabibbo [29] suggested that the Vo and vx could be expressed in terms of an
angle 6C, whereby the entire hadronic vector current could be written as
V = cos W

+ sin 6eV?,

(97)

where sin0c ~ 0.23.
Data on the weak currents indicate that there are three families of leptons (lj, u^), each
characterized by a separately conserved lepton number. Leptons only interact weakly,
contrary to hadrons that take part in both weak and strong interactions. The lepton
number of the j:th lepton is 1 for (lj, 1/^) and -1 for (lj, v^), and 0 for all other particles.
The conventional V-A theory is symmetric with respect to the different lepton flavours,
meaning that the Lagrangian is unchanged under the exchange of the fields (lj, vii) and
{hi^ti), j,k = e,fi,T- The first version of a V-A theory described weak interactions as
local, with four fermion fields interacting in one space-time point. The assumption of
a local weak interaction, together with the assumption that perturbative techniques can
be used, gives for neutrino-lepton scattering a cross section that grows with the energy,
a ~ GpS, where s is the square of the cms energy. At higher energies, this leads to absurd
results.
This is because the weak coupling constant Gp has units of length-squared, or inverse
energy-squared. In a process with characteristic energy E the effective dimensionless
coupling is then GpE2. It follows that at sufficiently high energy the coupling becomes
arbitrarily strong, which also implies divergences in perturbation theory. In position
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space the divergence emerges when the two weak interactions occur at the same spacetime point. The divergences become worse at each higher order of perturbation theory
and so cannot be controlled even with renormalization techniques.
The natural interpretation of such divergences is that theory is only valid up to some
energy scale, beyond which new physics appears. The new physics should have the effect
of smearing out the interaction in space-time and thereby softening the high energy behaviour. Lorentz invariance requires that if the interaction is spread out in space it is also
spread out in time. In the case of weak interaction the only way to solve the short-distance
problem, is then to introduce intermediary bosons. A weak interaction theory involving
intermediate vector bosons also supplies an explanation for the observed universality of
weak interactions.
In a theory for weak interactions involving intermediate bosons, the fermions fL and f'L
are transformed into each other through the action of a boson, where / and / ' carry
charges Q and Q — 1, respectively. We therefore combine them into a weak doublet,

*"(/).

(98)

whereby the kinetic part of the weak Lagrangian density for free fermions can be written

Co = i[*i7"^*i + frfd,./* + / V W ]

(99)

The asymmetry between the left- and right-handed fields in the Lagrangian density reflects
the left-right asymmetry of weak interactions, meaning that fields with different chirality
have different transformation properties. The term ^i^d^i
in £ 0 is invariant under
the SU(2) transformations

where <Tj are the Pauli matrices.
Each right-handed lepton field is denned to be a weak isoscalar which is invariant under
any SU(2) transformation, so the free-lepton Lagrangian £ 0 density naturally remains
invariant under the transformation
/(X)H

-

/(*)«

and similarly for / ' . From this invariance of £o follows the conservation of the leptonic
currents JM = SV'i7»i(l ~~ TsJV'fi a R d J^ = 51 • ^ ^ ( l — "1h)i>i- For infinitesimal otj the
transformation U = exp{icxj<Tjj2) reduces to U = 1 + icijCTj/2. This leads to three
conserved weak isospin currents Jj* = \9Lf1'^Ly 3 — 1> 2,3, in terms of which the leptonic
currents are expressed as

i - 7.M, = 2[Jf + us]
and the third conserved weak isospin current is the neutral weak current
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which is part of the electromagnetic current JgM = Q^^ip, where Q is the electric charge.
The weak hypercharge current is defined as Jy = 2(J£ M — J£), and the corresponding
weak hypercharge is accordingly Y = 2(Q — T3).

9.2

Strong interactions

According to the widely accepted theory for strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), hadrons consist of structureless, confined quarks, obeying exact SU(3) colour
symmetry. A quark carries electric charge 2/3 or -1/3 and one of three colour charges.
The strong interactions are mediated by eight gluons G°, a — 1,..,8, which also carry
colour.
Quantum chromodynamics is an asymptotically free theory, meaning that the coupling
constant decreases at short distances. It can be understood as due to the anti-screening
effect produced by virtual gauge bosons, that by carrying colour charges act like a paramagnetic substance. This is a feature that is uniquely displayed by non-Abelian gauge
theories, no renormalizable field theory can be asymptotically free without non-Abelian
gauge fields.
The (hypothetical) quark confinement, moreover, means that no free quarks are ever seen,
all observed particles are thus "white" combinations of quarks and antiquarks.
Since confinement prevents us from observing isolated quarks, other observables have
to be used, the most interesting ones being the masses of the bound states.
The strong colour SU(3)C symmetry is not affected by the presence of quark mass terms:
SU(3)C is an exact symmetry. One of the convictions of the gauge age is precisely that
gauge symmetries are the only symmetries that are exact.
There are however other hadronic symmetries that are affected by the introduction of
quark masses, they are hence not exact. Strong interactions have two kinds of approximate symmetries, the "flavour" SU(n) and the chiral SU(n)i,xSU(n)R symmetries. The
first type manifests itself in the spectrum of hadrons (the Eightfold way) and the latter
symmetries are manifested by the appearance of pseudoscalar "Goldstone" bosons.
The chiral SU(3)LXSU(3)R
symmetry arises in the zero mass (chiral) limit of the light
quarks. In this chiral limit, the Lagrangian is invariant under global transformations of the
type fj —* Ujkfk where Ujk is unitary and j , k are flavour indices, and the SU(3) flavour
transitions of left-handed and right-handed quarks can be considered independently - the
two sectors don't mix. Accordingly, in this limit, the Lagrangian is also invariant under
separate unitary rotations which generate the U(3)LXU(3)R chiral symmetries (and thus
SU(3)LXSU(3)R).
In the chiral limit, QCD contains only one parameter, which is usually
taken to be the running strong coupling constant a, or the renormalization group invariant
scale A.
In "natural" models, gauge and chiral symmetries are "mechanisms" that keep parameters small and generally vanish in the symmetry limit. The breakdown of a symmetry is
typically characterized by an order parameter, a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value
of some local field which transforms non-trivially under the symmetry group in question.
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In massless QCD, the order parameter is the quark-antiquark "condensate" < qq >=£ 0,
where q = quark flavours u, d, s,... It is consequently the vacuum state that determines
how the chiral symmetry is realized. < qq >vac is invariant under flavour SU(3) transformations, but not under SU(3)IXSU(Z)R
chiral transformations. The "condensate"
thus dynamically breaks SU(3)LXSU(3)R
down to Sf/(3)i,+jj, whereby eight Goldstone
bosons appear in theory. These Goldstone bosons are not massless since the original chiral
symmetry is not exact (because the quark masses mU|(ji# ^ 0).
Chiral symmetries are broken explicitly by the introduction of small (current) quark
masses. Then not only SU(n)ixSU(n)n chiral symmetry is broken, also flavour asymmetry can be ascribed to quark mass terms in the Hamiltonian, that is, to the differences
between eigenvalues of the quark mass matrix.
The strength of the strong isospin breaking and of SU(3) breaking can be measured by
mu - rrid and m, - (mu + md)/2. Because the light quarks are light compared to the
QCD scale, the isospin and the approximate SU(3) invariance of the strong interaction
are nevertheless "good" approximative symmetries.
In order to extract the content of approximate symmetries of the hadronic interaction,
the total Hamiltonian is expressed as
HQCD = H + \n'

(101)

where "H is the symmetric Hamiltonian, and Ti' breaks the symmetry with a strength
given by the parameter A. The assumption of the renormalizability constitutes a severe
constraint on the choice of possible gauge-invariant terms, and the only renormalizable
symmetry breaking term admitted by QCD is a quark mass term,

H' = j d3x[muuu + mddd + ..]

(102)

which also contains flavour symmetry breaking parameters, namely the differences between the eigenvalues of the quark mass matrix.
The QCD Lagrangian, which includes this type of mass terms, is
£QCD = £
i

fcfa"A. - rnfoi - UrG^G1"

(103)

l

where qj are the quark fields, where j runs over all flavours, and Du — d^ — igtG^.
G^ = dllGv - dvGf, - igiGp, Gv] and GM = YX=l G°A°/2, where A" are the Gell-Mann
matrices that satisfy the relations [A°/2,A6/2] = if'*c\c/2 and tr(XaXb) = 2Sab, and G°
are the gluon field operators.

10

The Standard Model

The Standard Model [31] is a gauge theory for electroweak and strong interactions. It
is the simplest model capable of explaining all experimental data in elementary particle
physics down to 10~19m.
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The Standard Model Lagrangian is renormalizable, which forbids the coefficients of the
interaction terms in a local Lagrangian density to have dimension of mass to a negative
power. It is furthermore Poincare invariant, and gauge invariant under the gauge group
SU(3)CXSU(2)LXU(1)Y,
where 5f/(3) is the strong colour group, SU{2)i corresponds to
rotations in weak isospin space, and U(l) to phase transformations. The gauge bosons are
the gluon fields G°, o = 1,.., 8 of the strong interaction and the electroweak bosons A1^,
i = 1,2,3 and B^, with the corresponding coupling constants g,, g and g', respectively.
The Standard Model Lagrangian density is CSM — C,iTong + Ceuctroweak, where
,trong = 2^ l9i"l Dpii ~ 7>trG)wG

(104)

i

where the strong parameters G^ and GM are given by (103). The electroweak piece of
the Standard Model Lagrangian is given by
CSM

= £ *&7*0^* - V " " ^
k

4

-

\B^B^,
4

(105)

where /?„ = 0,, - igff/2A - ig'^B^ F^ = d^A{ - ft,Xj + g^'A^Al, j = 1,2,3, and
The matter fields of the Standard Model belong to irreducible representations of the
gauge group. Under SU(2)L the fermions fields form multiplets

i>L = ( I ) ,

1>R = fR,

1>'R = f'R

(106)

with the multiplet hypercharge given by Y = 2{Q — T3), where T3 is the third isospin
component.
On the basis of the observed mass spectrum of the fermion doublets (u, d)^, {vc, e)i., (c, •s
observed in nature, the fermions can be classified into three families, with one lepton
flavoured and one quark flavoured doublet (in three colours) in each family. The basis for
the present classification is that a fermion with a given charge in a given family is lighter
than the corresponding fermion in a higher family. TOU < mc < mt thus implies that we
put u, c and t in the first, second and third family correspondingly.
For neutrinos, the one which couples most strongly to the electron is called «/e and is
placed in the first family, and so on. The fermion assignment of the Standard Model is
free from anomalies, as each family is anomaly-free with respect to the gauge bosons.
The fermion ingredients of theory thus consist of three families of quarks and leptons,
each family comprises left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets. Neglecting mixing
(see below) one has

-(3,2,1/3),

( * )

=(1,2,-1),

(107)

and UR = (3,1,2/3), DR = (3,1,-1/3), ER = (1,1,-1), where U = u,e,t, D = d,s,b,
E = e,/i, T and N — vt, f,,,iv The two first entries in each parenthesis denote the
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dimensions of the SU(3)- and the SU(2)-representation, respectively, and the last entry
denotes the U(l) hypercharge.
In the Standard Model one accomodates the observed families without explaining why
nature squanders with these recurrent replicas of each particle. The families are treated
on the same footing, i.e. the family scheme is regarded as consisting of a succession of
families that are identical up to mass values and mixings (see below). Even in extensions
of the Standard Model, like in Grand Unified theories, the fermion representation is simply
repeated as many times as desired.
The constraints on the Standard Model Lagrangian are so powerful that the Lagrangian is forced to have a rather simple form. As a consequence, the Lagrangian
exhibits several other symmetries which are not put into theory as a priori principles.
The baryon number B is conserved, just like the lepton number La for each family. The
baryon number however has a (suppressed) anomaly due to its interaction with the weak
bosons, and a similar situation exists for the lepton number. Combinations of baryon and
lepton numbers where these anomalies cancel out exist, like LT — L^, L^ — Lc,.. and B L where L = Lc + L^ + LT.

If there had been only one or two families, CP and T would had been symmetries of
the total Standard Model Lagrangian. As it is, the Lagrangian for the whole Standard
Model is not invariant under any of the discrete operations C, P or T, neither is it flavour
conserving.

10.1 The origin of masses in the electroweak Standard Model
In the kinetic term of the Lagrangian, the L- and R-handed terms do not mix and can
thus be treated (gauged) differently. The kinetic term reads

Because the gauge interactions are helicity conserving, the (massless) left- and righthanded fermions are initially unrelated to each other. Symmetry requirements force both
fermions and gauge bosons to be massless, since mass terms are forbidden by symmetry requirements. Mass terms consequently can only occur in the case that one of the
gauge symmetries is broken. It is only with the introduction of mass (through the Higgs
mechanism) that the two helicity sectors get connected.
The problem of how to introduce masses into a gauge field theory without destroying
renormalizability, was solved by the introduction of spontaneous symmetry breaking. In
the minimal Standard Model, the spontaneous symmetry breaking is achieved by introducing a doublet of colour singlet scalar fields, the Higgs

that belongs to the fundamental representation of SU(2)i.
With only one family, the most general form of the fermion-Higgs interaction Lagrangian
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where c and c' are two arbitrary constants, and ft,tR and f'LR are the left- and righthanded components of the fermion fields / and / ' , and (f> is the Higgs field.
The Higgs potential V = y.2<^<j> + \($<j>)2 is assumed to have a minimum for
a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. This is brought about by
taking /i2 < 0, whereby the <ff-°) component of the Higgs develops a vacuum expectation
value,

where v — J—^/X. In the unitary gauge this corresponds to
<•>•*(:)•
and the physical Higgs particle H is obtained by letting
(112)
The vacuum expectation value < <j> > transforms trivially under SU(3)C and carries a
nonvanishing weak hypercharge. This induces the SSB, as the vacuum is no longer symmetrical under the operations of the SU(2) and U(l) generators T and Y. Only the electric
charge generator Q and the SU(3) generators Tc remain symmetry operators under the
spontaneous symmetry breaking
5f/(3)cx5f/(2)LxC/(l)y

-»

SU(Z)cxU(l)EM

where SU(2)ixU(l)y is broken down to U(1)EM • The remnant symmetry group SU(3)CXU(1)EM
no longer forbids mass terms, and the gauge bosons W and Z and most fermions are
endowed with masses. Both quark and lepton masses are proportional to the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs field, but the mass values are not given by the model, since
the Yukawa couplings are free parameters of theory.
After the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Higgs survives as a physical particle
with mass mg — \/2Xv. In the electroweak sector there is then one massless boson A,, and
three massive, W* and Z^, with masses Mw = gv/2 w 80 GeV and Mz = \/g2 + gnv/2 a
91 GeV. These fields are related to the pre-symmetry-breaking electroweak fields by
cos 9W + A(*] sin 6W
sBw-B^smew
v/2
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(113)

where the Weinberg angle 9w is given by cos29w = (Mw/Mz)2- The Lagrangian density
now takes the form CSM = C.lrong + Ctiectrowtak + C-Higg. + £ m a # , where C.tTong is given by
(104) and
Ce,tctTOWeak = C{W) + C{Z) + C(A)
(114)
Here £(W) contains the vector boson self coupling term MyyW^W'^1, as well as the
flavour changing charge current term
fr(l

7 ) / ' W M + h.c.

(115)

F

where / and / ' are fermion fields corresponding to charges Q and Q — 1, respectively, W^
is the charged boson field, which creates a gauge boson W~ and absorbs a gauge boson
W+, and F runs over the fermion flavours.
Similarly, C(Z) + C(A) contains the vector boson self coupling term M|2^Z M /2, and the
neutral current term
CNC = eJ^A*1 H
—J^ Z*
(116)
where the electromagnetic and neutral weak currents are given by J^™ = ^ Qjfjitifj
and J* = YLjWhftltLfL + gkfRltifR] where for one family, / runs over vc,e,u,d, and the
couplings are g[R - T3(fLiR) - Q(f) sin2 6W.
The Higgs Lagrangian density contains the gauge and self interactions of the Higgs field,

C.HigB. = (ZW) f (0V) - Vtf) + Y\ciHfiLfiR + h.c.)

(117)

where j runs over all fermion flavours except the neutrinos. The fermionic mass term due
to the spontaneous symmetry breaking is
Cma.. = vcfLfR + vc'f'tf'R + h.c. = -mjf

- m'f,f>f,

(118)

so my = — vc, m'y — —vc', where / and / ' carry the electrical charges Q and Q-l,
respectively. In the general case, with n families, the mass term is

In order to avoid massless quarks, the number of left-handed and right-handed quarks
must be the same. The mass matrices m and m' are thus nxn matrices, where n is the
number of families.
The electroweak Lagrangian contains two types of free parameters. These are on the
one hand parameters that are not mass related, and on the other hand the mass parameters associated with the symmetry breaking. The first two parameters can be taken as the
fine structure constant CXEM % 1/137 and the Weinberg angle dw, which is experimentally
determined by sin2 Bw * 0.23.
The parameters associated with the symmetry breaking are the Higgs quartic and quadratic
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self couplings which determine the Higgs mass and vacuum expectation value (which
determines the masses of the W and Z by GF/\/2 = g2/(SM^) = l/4t>2 and M§ =
M^r/cos2 6w, where GF is the Fermi coupling); and the Yukawa couplings, that determine the quark masses and mixing angles. The introduction of the Higgs field and the
spontaneous symmetry breaking thus implies a substantial increase in the number of free
parameters.

10.2

Mixing

The terms in the Standard Model Lagrangian corresponding to the strong and electromagnetic interactions are flavour conserving. This comes about because the corresponding
gauge bosons are all electrically neutral (see below). One has to diagonalize the quark
and lepton mass matrices in order to write theory in terms of physical particles. Assuming that the mass matrices are hermitian would give UmU^ = diagonal = D and
U'm'U'^ — D', where U and U' are unitary matrices. (This assumption can be justified
in the Standard Model because there are no right-handed charged currents).
The change from the weak basis to the mass basis introduces flavour mixing only in
the quark charged current sector, since the charged current, first expressed in terms of
weak eigenstates, is re-expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates

where V = £/£/'*. Everywhere else one obtains UU^ or U'U^ and thus no change of
flavour. Hence, the quark mass eigenstates do not coincide with the weak eigenstates, but
the mass and weak eigenstates are connected by the unitary quark mixing matrix V. The
elements Vaj of this mixing matrix characterize the coupling of the physical quarks to
the W* bosons, the matrix elements of V thus measure the strength of the weak charged
transitions. The main weak transitions occur between fermions that belong to the same
family. All other weak transition amplitudes are multiplied with small angles and can be
considered as perturbations, and in the Standard Model transitions in the leptonic sector
only occur between members of the same family. The unitarity of the diagonalization
matrices U and U' ensures the absence of flavour-changing neutral currents (the GIMmechanism), which is crucial, since charged current interactions constitute the only known
flavour-changing mechanism. In 1973 only two families were accounted for, Kobayashi and
Maskawa however pointed out that the most general form of a 3x3 mixing matrix allows for
a CP-violating phase; and because of this purely theoretical observation, they introduced
a third pair of quarks, and thereby a third family.
The weak mixing matrix is unitary and thus has n2 degrees of freedom, where n is the
number of families. The general condition for CP symmetry is that (n — l)(n — 2)/2 = 0,
which is satisfied only for n =1 or 2. For three families (ra — l)(n —2)/2 = 1, corresponding
to non CP-conservation. Flavour mixing and CP-violation thus enter with massivity.
They both occur in the massive charged current sector, and are reflected in the structure
of the mixing matrix.
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The Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) [30] parametrization of the quark mixing matrix consists
of taking the 4 parameters as 3 angles and 1 phase,
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The H/'±-couplings are not flavour conserving, due to the nonvanishing off-diagonal elements of the quark mixing matrix. In addition to quark flavour conservation in second
order neutral weak interactions, the GIM mechanism suppresses higher order induced
neutral current effects.

10.3

CP-violation

A viable (low energy) model must be compatible with the data on quark masses and
mixings, as well as with data on CP-violation. It is highly desirable that both masses
and CP-violating effects should emerge from theory, but as long as the ultimate theory
has not been found, data on masses and CP-violation can merely serve as constraints. In
the Standard Model with three families, CP-violation arises as a result of a phase in the
quark mixing matrix. This phase arises when the quark mass matrices are diagonalized
(see equation (120)).
The diagonalization of the quark mass matrices not only introduces CP-violation in
the electroweak sector, but also afflicts the QCD Lagrangian; this is referred to as the
strong CP-violation problem. It originates from the 0-term in the QCD Lagrangian, which
is due to nonperturbative, topological effects associated with the QCD vacuum. Because
the vacuum state of QCD need not be CP-conserving, a CP-violating term can be included
in CQCD, £cp-vioi ~ Otap-,f>Ga0G~">, where G"19 are gluon field tensors.

The coefficient 6 not only contains parameters associated with the QCD-vacuum structure, also parameters connected to the weak interaction are included. Unless it is very
small, the 0-term induces intolerable T- and P-violation in strong processes. The parameter 6 gets in addition a contribution from electroweak interactions leading to a redefinition:
6t]j = 6 + OQFD- From present experimental limit on the neutron electric dipole moment
[44], 8eff < O(10~9). It is difficult to explain the smallness of this value because in this
approach ("hard" CP-violation), 8tff appears as a free parameter.
The demands on a CP-violation mechanism obviously are severe: it must be able to reproduce at the same time the negligible effect in the strong interaction physics, and to
reproduce correctly the known effects in the weak sector. The required smallness of 6eff
however implies that the CP-violation observed in kaon decays must originate from the
quark mixing matrix.
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10.4

Flavour space

Usually, physical quantities are expressed and treated in the coordinate space terminology.
When dealing with the mass problem, we however mostly reside in flavour space. To be
able to discern the flavour space properties, it is convenient to instead use a "flavour space
notation". Mixing, as well as CP-violation, are flavour space phenomena.
The flavour space structure of the Standard Model is determined by the mass matrices,
a "flavour space notation" thus denotes a nomenclature where the relevant quantities are
expressed as functions of the mass matrices.
In analogy with the Mandelstam variables in the coordinate space, we may define
invariant functions of the mass matrices [Paper 1]. These functions are independent of
the basis of the mass matrices, i.e. invariant under rotations of m and m! by the same
unitary matrix. In the Standard Model, measurable "flavour quantities" can be expressed
as invariant functions of the mass matrices.

10.5

Projection operators in the flavour space

The mixing matrix elements can be expressed as TO and TO',
d

VEi)

(121)

where a, j = 1, ..n, and the E's are the so called elementary matrices of order n x n; E\

= diag(l,0,...,0), E2 =

diag(0,l,0...,0),...

These matrices can be connected to the mass matrices, assuming that the quark masses
are non-degenerate non-zero, with the help of Vandermonde-type determinants
1

v = v(mlt m2, ...,mn) =
(n-l)

1...

1

TO2...
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(n-l)

(n-l)

(122)
and similarly for v'.
With the definition va(D) = v(ma = D), we can write
v
which satisfies the conditions for a projection operator. In flavour space, it is thus possible
to define projection operators Pa = va/v and Pj = Vj/v that project out the appropriate
flavour in any frame,
mTOtPD1(TOmf) =
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Tn2aPa{mm})

where m and m' are the mass matrices corresponding to the 2/3- and — 1/3-sectors,
correspondingly. P and P' are hermitian and have unit traces, and satisfy the conditions
for projection operators.
An example of applied flavour space formalism can be supplied by the Jarlskog commutator [33]. If in a three family model CP-violation is brought about by a phase in
the quark mixing matrix, 14 conditions have to be satisfied to actually get CP-violating
effects. These are the prohibitions against mass degeneracy (6 conditions in a six quark
model), and against the matrix' angles assuming extreme values (8 conditions). These
conditions can be replaced by one single condition, namely the condition that detC ^ 0,
where C is given by the commutator [mm^mW] = iC.
This determinant is detC = -2FF'J, where

and J Y.k,re%jk£a0T = ^rn(^ai^0i^aj^0i)pressed as
detC = -2vv'J,

J Y, djk ea0T =

I" flavour space notation, detC and J are exIm[tr(Pa{mmf)Pl{m.'m'^P0(mm^P'j(m'm^))}
(123)

10.6

Extensions of the Standard Model

The Standard Model does not encompass gravity. It is furthermore unsatisfactory that in
the model parity violation is simply introduced by treating left-handed and right-handed
fermion fields differently, with no reference to a deeper physical principle. Likewise, the
mass sector is given no explanation. The Standard Model is most likely the low energy
approximation of some more fundamental theory.
In the pursuit of a more fundamental model, one of the guiding principles is unification.
This is the content of the Grand Unification philosophy. The Standard Model contains
three different coupling constants, g,, g and g' for the gauge groups SU(2), SU(2) and
f/(l). theory supplies no explanation for these different coupling constants. According to
the Grand Unification (GUT) scheme, the Standard Model gauge group however emerges
from a larger, grand unified group. A grand unified theory thus contains one sole gauge
coupling, and all quarks and leptons are components of grand multiplets and indistiguishable (with respect to the grand symmetry).
Both the strong colour force and the electoweak interaction are mediated by Yang-Mills
field quanta; which are a manifestation of the symmetries of the strong and electroweak
forces, correspondingly. In order to unify these interactions one must thus find a single
symmetry that is spontaneously broken down to the colour and electroweak symmetries.
SU(5) is the smallest group that can contain the gauge groups SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)
without introducing any new fermions. It has two mass scales that characterize the spontaneous symmetry breaking of SU{5) down to SU(3)CXSU(2)LXU(1)Y
and subsequently
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down to SU(Z)CXU(1)EM. The two mass scales however differ by some 12 orders of magnitude, which implies a vast hierarchy of gauge symmetries. Radiative corrections introduce
finetuning of the parameters at each order of perturbation, which is a very unnatural situation. Because of the large differences in coupling strengths of strong and electroweak
interactions, this unification would however not become apparent until an energy scale
beyond 1014GeF, corresponding to a distance of 10~3Om.
In the GUT scheme, charge quantization emerges from theory. Whenever the unification
group is non-Abelian and simple, charge quantization actually follows. This is because
the eigenvalues of the generators of a simple non-Abelian group are discrete (while those
corresponding e.g. to the Abelian U(l) group are continuous). In the SU(5) scheme the
electric charge Q is one of the generators, its eigenvalues are thus discrete and thereby
quantized.
Contrary to the electroweak model and QCD, GUTs however have no direct experimental
support. An example of this is the nonconservation of baryon number, which is a generic
feature of Grand Unified theories. It leads to the prediction of proton decay, which is
not supported by data. This prediction can however be avoided in certain Grand Unified
Theories.
Another extension scheme of the Standard Model is super symmetry. The conventional symmetries relate fermions to fermions and bosons to bosons. Supersymmetry however relates fermions and bosons, as supersymmetric transformations transform fermions
and bosons into each other.
Supersymmetry is an extension of the Poincare symmetry in extended space-time.
According to the supersymmetric scheme, each known particle has a superpartner, with
identical internal quantum numbers as the particle, but with a spin differing by a half unit.
Just like the different intermediary bosons could be viewed as different components of a
single Yang-Mills field, bosons and fermions can be thought to be different components
of a single superfield that transform into each other under the symmetry operations.
The generators of supersymmetric transformations carry one half unit of spin, and are
thus fermionic objects that obey anticommutation relations. When supersymmetry was
gauged in the 70:ies, it created great excitement, because local supersymmetry must
include gravity.
As soon as a theory is made into a quantum field theory, it will be endowed with
infinities. Supersymmetric theories have the remarkable property that many of these
infinities are absent, and for certain supersymmetric theories there are no infinities at all.
Moreover, if the supersymmetric particles are light enough, the quantum corrections due
to the bosons and fermions of a supersymmetric theory almost cancel each other, leaving
small contributions proportional to the differences between their masses.
One problem with this scheme is that each known fermion field should have a boson supersymmetric-partner, with the same mass as the fermion. This is however not
supported by experimental data, so supersymmetry has to be broken.
Another approach in searching for the fundamental theory is based on the assumption
that elementary particles are not pointlike but one-dimensional strings.
Since the gravitational coupling GN has units of length-squared, the situation for gravity
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is similar to the first point interaction theory for weak interactions. The unit of energy
defined by the gravitational coupling is the Planck energy ~ 1019GeV\ At this energy
level gravity becomes effectively a strong interaction and one can no longer ignore its
ultraviolet divergences.
Like in the case for weak interaction, the interaction is smeared out by short-distance
physics. This requires that at the Planck length the graviton and other particles are
not points but one-dimensional objects, namely loops of strings. The Lorentz invariant
quantum theory for a one-dimensional object is highly constrained. In a sense string
theory predicts gravity, in that every consistent string theory includes general relativity
even though theory initially was formulated in flat space. All string theories thus contain a massless spin-2 state which can be interpreted as the graviton, and spin-1 states
that could be the gauge bosons of some unified field theory. Supersymmetry is invoked
in string theory to ascertain that flat space is stable, and to avoid infinities. Also in
string theories, quantum corrections are seemingly finite. In field theories derived from
higher dimensional superstring theory, predictions of fermion masses can be obtained if
the model has an approximate ground state with SU(3)CXSU(2)LXU(1)Y
symmetry, leading to a certain number of massless four-dimensional quarks and leptons with the right
chiral properties.
The full properties of string theory however come into play first at the Planck scale, which
is beyond experimental reach.

11

Masses

Physical fermions are mass eigenstates corresponding to linear combinations of the mathematical quarks appearing in the Lagrangian density, which are eigenvectors the mass
matrices. The combinations can be chosen so that the mass eigenvalues are real and
positive.
That the Standard Model does not give any predictions for particle masses means that
the fermion masses do not have the status of fundamental constants of Nature: they are
not attributed to mass terms in the Lagrangian, but to the fact that the ground state
of theory is not symmetric under the transformations generated by the symmetry group.
Mass is nevertheless a crucial physical quantity, as one of the measurables characterizing
particles, and in renormalization procedures.
Fermion masses, whether coming from bare mass terms or Yukawa couplings, (the
Higgs mechanism) are arbitrary parameters in gauge theories. Generally not calculable,
they have to be experimentally determined.
The question of mass is trickier in the case of quarks than in the case of leptons. Lepton masses so to speak exist at another ontological level than the quark masses, in the
sense that lepton masses are well defined, physical masses of real particles, whereas quark
masses are a priori not well defined, since quarks are believed not to exist freely as isolated particles, because of confinement. The determination of quark mass values is thus
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no straightforward business. Ideally, the "quark mass" is the mass of an "isolated quark".
But since no isolated quarks have been observed in nature, one has to rely on indirect
determination of quark masses, using the masses of the bound states as observables.
Considerations based on QCD however indicate that hadrons contain substantial gluonic
components. In other words, the effective mass of a quark confined in a hadron is affected by strong interactions. As a consequence of the presence of a scale in the strong
interactions, the size of the quark mass terms is measured in comparison with typical
eigenvalues of the chiral Hamiltonian. Interacting quarks always have energies of the order of the strong interaction scale and it is immaterial whether their masses are zero or
of the order 4 or 7 MeV. The difference between the "real" quark masses is shielded by
the strong interaction, free u and d quarks could have very different masses.

11.1 The hierarchy of fermion masses and family structure
The quark masses are obtained from hadron masses by making some assumptions. Early
analyses of hadron masses were based on somewhat naive assumptions, like the additivity
rule, based on the idea that the mass difference between two baryons is given by the
difference of the quark masses "contained" in the baryons. These assumptions are not
satisfied in QCD; within the QCD framework, one can at most extrapolate (upper) bounds
on quark masses from deep inelastic scattering data.
What then are the masses of the confined quarks? In a naive, nonrelativistic model, the
three lightest quarks will have effective masses of the order of 300 — 400 MeV; while
the bare u- and d- masses are estimated to be about zero, and the bare amass m, ss
150 MeV [34] .
The scale dependence of quark masses is interpreted as being due to the cloud of
gluons and quark-antiquark pairs surrounding a bare quark, the energy within a cloud
increasing with the cloud radius r. For small radii a reliable description of this energy
cloud can be obtained (due to asymptotic freedom), and also a reliable expression for the
running mass at large values of /i « r" 1 . Usually, the running mass values are given at
the "typical strong interaction scale" y, ~ 1 GeV (i.e. of order of the proton mass).
Assuming that m, is given approximately by the mass splittings between strange and
non-strange particles, one can fix the quark mass scale:
m. = 150MeV, md = 7.5MeV, mu = i.2MeV
These are values that correspond to effective running quark masses at the typical hadronic
energy scale of 1 GeV.
One gets the (dressed) quark mass mq in terms of running mass as a power series in the
running coupling constant, as a solution of the equation m(m^) = mq, where, the dressed
quark mass m, is gauge invariant. The concept of the mass of an isolated dressed quark
is not consistent with confinement of colour, so this definition of mq does not agree with
reality. However, within the framework of perturbation theory, the physical mass of the
quark remains a well defined concept.
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The quark and lepton masses span an enormous range, mt/rnc fa O(105). It is not
understood what brings about the large spread in mass values, this is the so called problem
of the hierarchy of fermion masses.
An internal as well as an external hierarchy can be discerned. The particles are viewed
as organized in families, which are the sets of increasingly heavy particles, where the first
family has the lightest masses, and so on. The notion of a family structure is supported
by the smallness of the mixing angles between different families.
The internal hierarchy consists of the mass ratios between the two quark flavours in a
family; these are not so large,
•md/mu fa 2, mc/m,

=s 8, mt/mi, as 40.

The external hierarchy on the other hand corresponds to the mass ratios of fermions
of the same charges, i.e. ratios of masses from different families. Such ratios are larger,
mc/mu

ss 300,

m./mj

as 20,

mt/mu

s» 4 x 104.

Also the lepton spectrum contains fairly large mass ratios, namely
me % 3490 : 210 : 1
In spite of the lack of predictability for the particle masses in the Standard Model, it
is not unreasonable to search for a prediction, and thereby an "explanation" of the mass
hierarchies, within the model. But in the Standard Model these hierarchies are incorporated in theory without any "explanation", there is nothing that tells why, for example,
mu < THJ < m, < mc...
In other words, we do not "understand" the observed hierarchy in the mass spectra,
neither the values of the mixing angles. These problems apparently cannot be solved
within the Standard Model, the problem is how to find a framework where solutions
would emerge "naturally".
One way of interpreting the fermion mass hierarchy problem [35] is by postulating
the existence of approximately conserved chiral charges. These chiral charges should be
different for the left- and right-handed components of a field, which leads to approximate
selection rules for the corresponding Yukawa coupling constants. With different chiral
quantum numbers, in order to make it possible for the left- and right-handed components
to form mass terms mfifR, the chiral symmetry must be broken. The fermion Yukawa
coupling constants are then suppressed by factors determined by the ("slight") chiral
symmetry breaking, and the corresponding fermion mass matrix elements are suppressed
relative to the W — Z mass scale.
All scenarios that attempt to explain the mass hierarchy, include new assumptions
that are added to the Standard Model. There is however also the possibility of expressing
the quark mass matrices in a way that - hopefully - reflects some underlying mechanism
that gives rise to the mass hierarchy, without actually transcending the Standard Model.
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11.2

Phenomenological mass matrices

The observed families are - by definition - discernible, (conceivable) flavour symmetries
are thus broken. At high energies the differences between the families should however
become less important, and flavour symmetries consequently appear "less broken". To
consider the Standard Model as a low-energy manifestation of some higher-energy theory,
means that an explanation and a natural emergence of masses and mixings should be
supplied within the framework of the larger theory.
But as long as the fundamental theory is not established, one might simply search
for mass matrices at a "phenomenological level". The hope is to find a form of the mass
matrices that could give some indication of the underlying dynamical structure that produces it. The issue is thus to determine the most plausible form of the mass matrices
modulus an overall unitary rotation.
Observable properties of theory should be stable against small variations of the fundamental parameters of theory. These "fundamental" parameters can be defined in relation
to a fundamental length scale that serves as a cutoff (a plausible choice is that the fundamental scale should be of order of the Planck scale, ~ lO^'GeV- 1 ).
Corrections to "natural" relations are finite and calculable, a theory is said to be natural
if controllable radiative corrections do not give a "too large" modification in the lowest
order results. Endowment of fermion mass by Yukawa-like couplings to a Higgs multiplet
that develops a vacuum expectation value leads to "natural relations".
One attractive approach to the quark mass problem is to impose a symmetry that
demands the fermionic masses be zero, whereafter finite masses are generated by means
of symmetry breaking. This is the case in the radiative "feeddown" scenario, in which
light fermions masses emerge as radiative corrections to heavier fermion masses, so the
top family is massive at tree level, whereas the other families get massive by radiative
corrections.
There have been several attempts to solve the mass hierarchy problem from this kind
of approach, for example the Fritzsch mass matrix parametrization [36] is based on such
assumptions.
The fact that (in the Standard Model) the masses are free parameters, can be interpreted
as due to the fact that the right-handed particles are singlets under SU(2)L, i.e. they are
not really controlled by group theory. In order to constrain the couplings of the righthanded particles, one can introduce a left-right symmetry, for example by postulating
that in the Standard Model, SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1)B-L
is a primary symmetry, where L
and B are leptonic and baryonic numbers, respectively.
Already the minimal SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1)Y
left-right symmetric model can give a satisfactory description of the data on the physics of the electroweak interaction, provided that
as yet unobserved bosons of this model are heavy enough. The
SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1)Y
Lagrangian is left-right symmetric, except for the mass terms, because the charged gauge
bosons of SU{2)L and SU(2)R in general have different masses.
In the SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1)Y
scheme, demanding that the Higgs and the quarks
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satisfy certain conditions, in order that the relation
&c = arctan * /
arctan . / —
y m,
y mc
be satisfied, the simplest form of the quark mass matrices with two families in the weak
basis is
tn

={!•;)•

with a complex and b real.
With three families, this is generalized to the Fritzsch type of mass matrices [37]
/ 0 a
m = \ a"
a" 0
0

0\
o\
b

,

m' =

b- c)

// a"°0

a'
0

V o

fc'" c'

0 \
6'

(125)

fc| < c
Here mc and m, are first generated by the mixings represented by 6 and b', then mu and
rrij by the mixings represented by a and a', each family is thus generated by Cabibbo
mixing with the closest heavier family. The Cabibbo angle 9c ~ 0.23 is not so small,
but the mass ratios of the particles in two consecutive families are tiny, proportional to
9% ~ 1/20.
The smallness of the mixing angles is explained in terms of the flavour mass hierarchy,
in the above model. The Fritzsch model, eq. (125) seems to depend on 10 real parameters. However, the predictions of the model for masses and mixings depend on "only"
eight parameters and thus the model gives two constraints. The model however gives a
somewhat smaller top mass than the experimental value [38].

1, and

11.3 Democratic mass matrices
Fermions of the same charge but in different families, like d, s and b, have identical
couplings to all gauge bosons of the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, but
nevertheless exhibit completely different mass values.
In the Standard Model fermions get their masses via the Higgs mechanism, from the
Yukawa couplings. The Higgs sector of the Standard Model however has some very
unsatisfactory features. One is that there is a different Yukawa coupling for each fermion,
and these coupling constitute more than half of the free parameters in the Standard
Model. Another unsatisfactory feature is that there is no reason in the model why these
couplings should be different. Why would the Higgs prefer to couple to one fermion rather
than another?
It would seem more natural that these couplings were all similar, contrary to experimental data which indicate that there is a huge range of Yukawa couplings, from the
electron mass to the about 10s times larger top mass. In the absence of any distinguishing principle, the most natural thing to do, is to extrapolate from the couplings to the
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gauge bosons, and simply set them equal to each other and of order unity.
This is the background of the democratic mass matrix approach. The idea is that the
non-degeneracy of the mass spectra comes from some perturbation of a lowest order mass
matrix with democratic texture [39], namely a matrix of the form
/I
m0 =

1 1\
1 1 1 ,

(126)

so that in the weak basis,
77i = C[/T7io 4" A

and

771' = CDTTIQ 4- A ,

where the matrix elements of the matrices A and A' are "much smaller" than the coefficients CJJ and CD, respectively.
The matrix (126) is of rank one, corresponding to one massive and two massless states,
which reflects the actual mass pattern with the fermion of the third family being very much
heavier than the fermions from the first two families. It comes from family-independent
quark mixing between quark states g° = (q°, q°,ql), giving rise to the massless states
9i = ill ~ <g)/y/2, 12 = {2qt ~ q° - g?)/\/6, and the massive state q3 = (q° + 9 ° + «?)/v/5
with mass 3c,. In this scheme, the educated guessing comes in at the stage of choosing
A and A', whereby the four massless quarks are endowed with masses. The first model of
this type [40], had many interesting features, like the relation

m.

In spite of many efforts in the past no "elegant" democratic model has been found that
can predict all the mixing angles in terms of quark masses, in agreement with data. Many
mass matrix models however make use of the "democratic philosophy" [Papers 2 and 5].

12

Neutrino masses

Since data from particle physics are consistent with zero neutrino masses, vanishing neutrino masses are simply incorporated as a fact in the Standard Model, and no right-handed
neutrinos are included in the model. There is however no compelling reason why neutrinos
should be strictly massless, since there is no exact (gauge) symmetry principle to forbid
neutrino masses. Besides, the supposition that the neutrinos are massless violates the
naive assumption of lepton-quark symmetry. So the question is: if the neutrino masses
vanish, why do they? And if the neutrinos do have masses, why are these masses so small?
It is possible to have neutrino masses that are too small to be observed in particle
physics experiments and yet be of paramount importance in astronomy and cosmology.
In any case, understanding the neutrino masses is of fundamental importance.
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12.1

Dirac and Majorana neutrinos

When we talk about fermion masses we usually mean Dirac fermion masses. That is
because most fermions are Dirac fermions, also neutrinos are usually taken to be Dirac
particles. In the case of neutrinos, we must however also consider the case of Majorana
masses, since unlike the other fermions, the neutrino could be a Majorana particle. This
places the neutrino mass problem in a special category.
A Majorana neutrino I/M is defined by that it is its own charge conjugate,
VM = vM = CvMC~l

(127)

where C is the unitary charge conjugation operator. A chiral state and its charge conjugate
state have opposite chiralities,

«£ = K ) c = ("')*>

(128)

we can therefore choose to define a Majorana neutrino as UM — " i + v\ or VM = UR + uR.
The Lagrangian for a free Majorana neutrino is given by
CM = ! M » 7 M 0 " - m)uM

(129)

where the factor 1/2 takes care of double counting when an interaction term is added
to the above free Lagrangian. There are three types of Lorentz invariant neutrino mass
terms, the Dirac mass term Co = —mvu — —m{i/LUR + VRVL), and the L-handed and
R-handed Majorana mass terms
^M] = -\m{vlvL

+ i>Lvl),

(130)

£ i ? = -!"»(«%"*+ »«"&)

(131)

and

Neutrinos can be Majorana particles and massive, even if no right-handed neutrinos are
present. We may define a Majorana neutrino as
v*t = vL + ucL,

(132)

whereby its mass term is given by (130). The difference between the Dirac and the
Majorana mass terms is thus that in order to construct a Dirac mass, we need the two
Weyl neutrino Reids i/£, UR, whereas a Majorana mass term can be constructed by i/£, or
I/R alone. Since UR is absent in the Standard Model, if neutrinos are Dirac particles the
neutrino mass must be zero within this framework.
The simple Higgs structure of the Standard Model leads to a global symmetry corresponding to lepton number conservation which forbids Majorana mass terms. Neutrino
masses and mixing however naturally arise in certain GUT models. In SU(5) there is still
a global B — L symmetry, and Majorana mass terms are forbidden. But in GUT:s like
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50(10) the B — L symmetry is broken, and neutrinos acquire mass. An important test for
total lepton number violation is supplied by neutrinoless double beta decay, namely the
nuclear decay (A, Z) —> (A, Z + 2) + 2e~, the lepton number is violated by two units. Such
a process cannot exist unless the neutrino is a Majorana particle. Neutrinoless double
beta decay however has not been observed.
With massive neutrinos, we may get lepton mixing and CP-violation in the leptonic
sector. If neutrinos are Majorana particles, the lepton mixing matrix can contain a CPviolating phase already with two families. So even if only two of the known lepton famines
mix appreciately, there can still be sizeable CP-violating effects in the leptonic sector.
From the LEP experiment which measured the invisible width of the Z boson [43]
it follows that only three neutrinos exist which couple to Z in the usual way and have
masses mv -C Mz, i.e. only three flavour neutrinos exist in nature. These data however
do not constrain the number of massive light neutrinos. If the total lepton number is
conserved, neutrinos are Dirac particles and the number of massive neutrinos is equal to
the number of neutrino flavours. If the total lepton number is not conserved and only
left-handed neutrino fields enter in the total Lagrangian (Majorana) mass term, neutrinos
with definite mass are Majorana particles and the number of massive neutrinos is again
equal to the number of neutrino flavours. In the most general case of neutrino mixing,
left-handed and right-handed flavour neutrino fields enter in the mass term and the total
lepton number is not conserved. In this case massive neutrinos are Majorana particles
and the number of particles with definite mass is twice the number of neutrino flavours.
When both Dirac and Majorana mass terms are simultaneously present, the mass (DiracMajorana) Lagrangian, with x = i>l ~ i>L and w = II>R — rl>R, reads
CDM = -mDj>Ll>R+TnLrLi,L

+ mRVRi,R

+ h.c. = -{x,Q) ( ™* ^

) I * ) (133)

with the two mass values 771^2 = [{f^L + THR) ± y ("*£ — TO/J)2 + 4m.£,]/2, corresponding
to the Majorana mass eigenstates
Xi — Xcos<f> ~ wsin^ and xz — X s m 0 + u/cos^

(134)

where tan 2<f> = 2m£>/(m£, — TOR). TWO degenerate Majorana particles with identical
masses and opposite CP phases, constitute a four-component Dirac spinor endowed with
mass by the standard Higgs mechanism, with one Higgs doublet. The lepton number is
then conserved, and mi = mR — 0. Dirac neutrinos can thus be regarded as a special
case, while Majorana neutrinos are generic.
In the case of two right-handed neutrinos, and with ro^ = 0, the mass matrix in (133)
corresponds to two nonvanishing mass eigenvalues. With the assumption that mR be
very large and that mn <C rnR, one gets one very light and one very heavy mass value,
-m2D/mR and mfl+mjj/m/i correspondingly, with the mixing angle -TTIC/TOH. The mass
of the observed neutrino is then m2Djm.R. This is the standard "see-saw" mechanism for
understanding the smallness of neutrino masses, which is often taken as a hint that there
is physics beyond the Standard Model at the mass scale mR. The search for the effects of
neutrino masses and mixing is actually one important way to probe new scales in physics.
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12.2 Right-handed neutrinos
To add right-handed neutrinos to the Standard Model is a natural way to extend the
model. The lack of experimental evidence for right-handed neutrinos is immaterial, since
the right-handed neutrino is a singlet under SU(2)LXU(1)Y,
it is not easy to detect.
In the "see-saw" scheme, the neutrinos are Majorana particles, and the smallness of the
neutrino masses is explained by the presence of the big mass scale IUR. In this approach,
when more than one right-handed neutrino is introduced, it is however necessary to make
extra assumptions, like introducing three mass scales in order to obtain three heavy righthanded neutrinos.
An alternative to this scheme is to generate light neutrino masses as radiative corrections. This can be done by including right-handed neutrinos in the Standard Model,
without however making any mass scale assumptions, contrary to to the "see-saw" scheme.
The simplest case, with three left-handed neutrinos supplemented by one right-handed
neutrino, gives rise to two massless (light) and two massive neutrino states [42]. In order to
obtain the desired neutrino mass spectrum with three zero (light) and some nonvanishing
mass eigenvalues, at least two right-handed neutrinos must be introduced [Paper 4].
The three vanishing masses are not protected by any symmetry, and thus will not
remain zero after radiative corrections. In this case, when neutrino masses are absent
to zeroth order and higher order radiative corrections give rise to masses, the resulting
neutrino masses are however bound to be small.
In the charged lepton mass basis the neutrino mass term can be written
C{v-ma..) = ~^NMNC

+ h.C.

(135)

where N contains the neutrino fields, and M. is the neutrino mass matrix
0

A

where 0, M and A are matrices, and tilde indicates inversion. Radiative corrections to
the neutrino masses due to the two massive states x± a r e generated via two-W exchange,
like

12.3

Neutrino oscillations

Massive neutrinos could be the answer to the solar neutrino deficit and the atmospheric
neutrino puzzle. Massive neutrinos are also prime candidates for hot dark matter.
Neutrinos from the solar core are instrumental to probe the Sun and the intrinsic
properties of neutrinos. The Sun consists of approximately 70.5% protons, 27.5% 4He and
2% "heavy elements", i.e. that are heavier than 4He. In the Sun protons are converted
into a particles, positrons, neutrinos and thermal energy. This conversion consists of two
chains of nuclear reactions, with the net result
4p

-

*He + 2e+ + 2ut + 7

(137)

These reactions take place in the solar core. The next solar layer is called the radiation
zone, where heat is transported mainly in the form of radiations (photons). In the outer
layer, the convection zone, the photons can no longer propagate because the mean free
path it too short to transport them to the surface. That can only be done by convection of
material in this zone. Unlike the photons the neutrinos can however pass through the core
and escape from the Sun carrying the initial information from their place of production.
The expected neutrino flux at the surface of the Earth is about 6.4xl0lo/cm2 sec. Data
indicate that the neutrino flux from the Sun is however smaller than the expected flux
[44].
A similar situaton exists for the expected neutrino flux from the atmosphere, where
neutrinos are produced as cosmic rays come in the Earth's atmosphere and produce kaons
and pions that subsequently decay and produce atmospheric neutrinos.
A possible explanation to these deficits could be neutrino oscillations. Neutrino oscillations are thought to come about because the initial neutrino is prepared by weak
interactions, and this weak or flavour state lacks definite mass,

K>=£f/a>,>

(138)

i

where \ua > are the flavour eigenstates and \i/j > are the mass eigenstates. Neutrino
propagation is governed by the equation of motion for the mass eigenstates, whereas
the detection of neutrinos is carried out by weak interactions, whereby the oscillation
phenomenon appears.
In the vacuum oscillation scheme it is assumed that the state vector of the electron
neutrino is produced in the center of the Sun. The neutrinos that are detected in the solar
neutrino detectors on Earth are thus in states representing certain superpositions of the
states of vc, fM, vT and sterile v, (that do not take part in the standard weak interactions).
Oscillations of active neutrinos into sterile neutrinos however are found to be ruled out
as a solution to the solar neutrino problem [44].
Another type of possible neutrino oscillations is the resonant oscillation of solar neutrinos in the Sun. When resonant oscillations take place, i/e's (such as those produced in
the solar core) will effectively be converted into i/M's, i/T's or some other type of neutrino,
as they adiabatically transit the resonance region. This is called the Mikheyev-SmirnovWolfenstein effect.
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Experimentally, neutrino oscillations are usually presented in a simplified version in
which mixing only occurs between two neutrino species. The oscillations are possible
provided that Am' b = m2 — m2 / 0 where maib are neutrino masses, and that there is
neutrino mixing, i.e. there are nonvanishing off-diagonal elements in the lepton mixing
matrix. The differences in neutrino masses must also be sufficiently small relative to their
momenta so the propagation is effectively coherent, otherwise the individual neutrinos
propagate incoherently and no oscillations take place.
Different types of neutrinos are distinguished by their different energy regions, solar
neutrinos appear with energies in the range E ~ 0.1 — lOMeV, while for atmospheric
neutrinos E ~ 102 — 103MeV. Oscillatory behaviours will be observable if Amjj(soior)
ss (10"12 - l(T10)eV2 and &.m\b{atmo8pheric) « (10~5 - lO-^eV 2 , respectively. The corresponding ranges for terrestrial neutrinos, observed in accelerators (E ~ 103 — 104MeV)
and reactors (E ~ 1 - WMeV), are Am^accelerator) % (l-102)eV2 and Am2k(reactor)
« (10~2 — l)eV2 The strongest indirect evidence for neutrino masses and mixings is the
observed deficit in the solar neutrino flux. The evidence for atmospheric neutrino oscillations is more unsettled. Most data from reactor and accelerator experiments have been
refuted, but evidence for v^ —> ue oscillations has been reported . These data are compatible with all other experiments provided Am2, = m? - m), 0.5eV2 < Am2 < 103eV2 [46].
The present limits on the (flavour) neutrino masses are mVt < 15eV', mVf < 0.17MeV
and mVr < 24MeV [32].

12.4

Dark matter

The concept of dark matter has been introduced to explain certain discrepancies between
data and predictions in astrophysics. An example of this is the discrepancy between
luminous and dynamical mass of spiral galaxies. This discrepancy could namely indicate
either that galaxies contain significant quantities of non-luminous ("dark") matter or,
less probable, that the law of gravity on the scale of galaxies is not the usual Newtonian
inverse square law. Dark matter denotes something whose existence has been inferred
only by its gravitational effects.
The distribution of matter from galaxy clusters furthermore indicates that there is
more dark matter than indicated by the data from spiral galaxies. It seems like the larger
scale of observation, the more dark matter can be inferred, the evidence for its existence
so to speak increases with scale.
There are arguments that the dark matter, which is thought to dominate the present
universe, is not baryonic. In the early universe, almost all neutrinos which froze out were
synthetized into 4He. The fraction remaining in D and in 3He is a rapidly decreasing
function of TJ = PB/P-,, the ratio of baryon to photon number densities. The presently
observed D abundance (compared to H) implies an upper limit on i) < 10~9, which in
its turn implies an upper limit on the ratio of ps to the critical density pc.The total
cosmological density il = ptot/pc appears to lie in the range 0.1 < fi < 2. In a baryon
dominated universe the deuterium bound is consistent only with the lower limit on Q. An
Einstein-de Sitter or inflatory (fi = 1) or closed (fi > 1) universe cannot be baryonic.
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If the dark matter consists of elementary particles, it may be classified as hot (freestreaming particles that erase all but supercluster-scale fluctuations), warm (free streaming that erase fluctuations smaller than galaxies) and cold (free streaming is unimportant).
Light neutrinos are relativistic and weakly interacting and hence streaming out from dense
areas to less dense areas, tending to smooth out inhomogeneities. This is why dark matter
composed of neutrinos is assumed to be hot dark matter as opposed to cold dark matter
which is made of as yet unknown heavy particles (TO > GeV). The most attractive hot
dark matter candidate is a massive neutrino, such as vT of a few eV mass, which suggests
the possibility of having observable i/e to vT or v^ to uT oscillations. To have only hot
dark matter would on the other hand pose problems for galaxy formation. There must
thus be a considerable amount of cold dark matter as well.
The universe consists of matter and radiation. The matter density is larger by a factor
of about 1000. The gravitational universe - its expansion - is thus controlled by the matter
content.
The possibility of massive neutrinos also influences the estimated density of the universe,
which in its turn influences the rate of expansion of the universe, and thereby its estimated
age.

13

The forms of substance

The neutrino looks like much form and little substance. And yet there is much to say
about it. Form lends itself to be pinned down and given a precise, sometimes mathematical
description.
And description is language and language is form; substance is what pertains to speechless nature. We speak about formulation, and to formulate something is to lift it out of
the realm of substance and place it in language, give it a form.
We may conceive the "form" of a human being as the set of pictures that she calls her
thoughts and memories; together with the bodily chassis through which matter stadily
flows.
But whereas mathematical properties can be ascribed to the human body by weighting
and measuring, the human dreams and memories can merely be formulated in words.
The body belongs to the world of objects, and the tokens of objects are numbers, not
names. The objects do not baptize each other, when they relate to each other they do it
mathematically.
When we want to grasp the essence of the nonlinguistic nature out there, we drag
lonesome and uncivilized matter into the clean and lighted room of thought and formulation, and we find that to make ourselves understood, we must speak to it in Mathematics.
Only in this language does it answer any questions.
A concept like the chiral neutrino is the result of the continuous unearthing of the
mathematical forms inherent in nameless substance. In physics swarming reality melts
down to some neat and mathematical forms, in accordance with the Pythagorean prediction. By hammering on our concepts and continuously weighting them against each
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other, by exposing them to the dumb material world, some notions are extracted upon
which both language and nature agree.
What they are? They are the strong connections between world and word.

14
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